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VOLUME 16

THE PRESIDENT
IN NEBRASKA
He is to Speak at Omaha
COAL

IN

DEAL

GRANT'S BIRTHDAY OBSERVED

Grlego was let down at a terrific rate.
opened Are on them. Several whites
The bottom of the cage was smashed
hau narrow escapes from death. The
BAD
to splinters when it came in contact
city will be guarded by extra police for
with jagged rock at the bottom of the
several days. Cole's camp, one quarshaft.
ter of a mile north of town, where sevThe unfortunate occupant was dasheral hundred negroes were employed Eleven Men Killed and Many
ed against the side of the cage with
in the construction
work of the St.
such force as to Injure him Internally.
Louis Valley railroad, was raided by
Injured.
He was conscious, however, when rethe whites here at midnight and the
moved from the shaft and was able to
negroes driven from the camp. The
walk with assistance to the wagon in
trouble started over an asault of a 10- which he was conveyed to Santa Fe.
negro. EXPLOSION
year-olgirl by a
OF
MOLTEN
METAL He was
taken to St. Vincent's hospital
'1 his negro was lynched by a mob and
and wanted to help undress himself.
the other negroes were driven from
When placed in a reclining position
the town and construction camp.
Judge Philipps Grants Injunction Griego soon passed away, tue blood TWO DIG
WILL
Here From the Pacific Coast.
from his internal Injuries flowing over
Joseph Walker, who was general
While
suffocating
him.
his heart and
Against Eight Railroads.
agent here and also chief clerk during
lying down hastened his death, he
two administrations to the general suwould have expired from the same
perintendent of the Atlantic & Pacific RUSSIAN ENCROACHMENT ON CHINA cause in a half hour or an hour it
placed in a sitting position.
railroad, arrived here on Sunday evening on his private car from San
Justice J M. Garcia impanelled a
Francisco. He was accompanied by
Kan., April 27. A V Jury and held an Inquest over the re
Buffalo,
Galena, III., April 27. Citizens of a fitting successor to the noteworthy
ed by testimony and others by
mains of Grlego Wednesday night.
his family and they will remain in Al
north bound Missouri Pacific
The verdict was that death was acci- Galena today paid tribute to the mem- observances that began In 1893, when
buquerque for several days to visit and
stock train crashed Into the rear
ory of the city's most Illustrious son, William McKlnley was the orator, and
talk over old times. Mr. Walker Is now ' end of a work train just north of X dental.
The President's Blanket.
age
years
38
of
Griego
U. S. Grant. It was the eighty-firs- t In which Theodore Roosevelt and
was
about
Gen.
superintendent
for
of
terminals
the
7
this place at p'clock last eveIndian squaw Elle is working hard
children.
a
four
birthday
and
anniversary of the great other eminent scholars and public men
wife
leaves
and
Fe
at
San
Francisco.
the
Santa
nlng and eleven men were killed V
on the Indian Navajo saddle blanket
Mrs. Grlego was 111 when the accident commander and the eleventh annual have Journeyed here to pay tribute to
injured.
twenty-fivof
Ten
and
that is to be presented to President
Sports at Village of Islets.
occurred and the shock of the news celebration under the auspices of tne the memory of the hero.
the latter were seriously and four
Roosevelt on his visit here, May 6.
Yesterday was a day of sports at the
aggravated
her condition. Griego had Grant Birthday association.
These
The annual address was delivered
fatally. Injured. All were Greeks
Sunday there were plenty of visitors Indian pueblo of Isleta and quite a
charge of the prisoners from the terri celebrations in the lead mine city have today by Senator Joseph W. Bailey, of
except
one,
Italians,
Peter
and
at the Harvey curio rooms to see her large number of city folks went down
torial penitentiary who were engaged long since ceased to be merely a local Texas. In addition to the orator of the
Fry, an American, who has lived
work on the blanket that la to be given to see the doings. The races were
in the work on the shaft. He was dep event. The city that gave the 'com day there were present many persona
here several years, and was a
to the Great White Father. Manager held in the main throughfare of the
uty sheriff of Santa Fe county under mander of the Union armies to the na- of prominence from Chicago and elseboss on the train. The cause of
Switzer says she will get it done on village and the visitors were well enMarcellno Garcia for the tion loves thus to cherish his memory. where. The exercises took place In
the wreck Is given as misreading
time. The blanket will be a beautiful tertained. The Indian braves particiterm ending last tall.
The commemoration this year proved Turner hall, immediately after the arconof orders. The work train
pating were bared with the exception
He was a good man, respected and
rival of the Chicago party. The presisisted of flat cars and a caboose,
of a gee string and cloth, revealing
liked by those who knew him.
Introduced
dent of the association
N
men
filled
The
laborers.
all
with
their lithe and supple bodies and
MAKING MONEY.
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE.
a maa-delivered
Bailey,
who
Senator
JumpX
Odd
to
Fellows.
by
escaped
Notice
on
cars
flat
the
tanned and sunny muscles.
gaily
dec-city
was
The
oration.
terful
order,
whether
caAll members of the
ing, but hardly a man in the
The adobe housetops were covered
occasion,
bunting
and
for
in
orated
the
belonging to. the local lodges or not,
boose escaped.
with squaws and old men decked in
was a large attendance from the
there
anniversary
our
to
will
admitted
le
Contract Let to W. W. Strong and rich and fascinating colors. The wind
Saturday Night Proved Another Good surrounding towns.
entertainment April 28. without tick
blew like fury, but It hindered not with
any
Meta(
of
Explosion.
Molten
ets, but If you wish to Invite
Will Cost Over $30,000,
Time tor the Bazaar.
the pulling off of the feats. The visit- ,
Hanna to Speak at Salem.
Lancaster, Pa., April 27. By an ex- your family, or other friends, you must
ors from the city returned here on a
27.
The Grant
Salem, Ohlo.-A- prll
may be
cards,
were
men
five
which
plosion
molten
metal
of
invitation
have
late train.
club
tonight
Hanna
banquet
of
the
twe)
Plllsbury
or
probably
James
horribly
S.
burned,
O.
them
of
obtained of
A FEW INSIDE FACTS.
THE LUCKY ONES.
affair
notable
most
to
promises
the
be
fatally, at the Vesta furnace, Marietta, Votow,
Minister Conger Protests.
of Its kind ever given here. The club
Pekln, April 27. Minister Conger early today. The raaa were engaged
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
has arranged tbe following list of
Saturday evening proved another speakers
The contract for the Elks' opera has sent a note to Prince Chtng, the at the cupola preparatory to a cast
and toasts: "General Grant,"
secretary,
protesting
against
were
grand
when the accident occurred and
house has been awarded to W. W.
Mrs. Samuel Neustadt is enjoying a money making night for the bazaar, Hon. J. B. Burrows, of Palnesvllle,
two features of Russia's proposed literally showered with molten metal.
visit from her mother, Mrs. A. P. Holz which has been going on the past Ohio; "The Eighteenth District," Hon.
Strong. The committee and Mr. Strong Manchurlan agreement, which are con- '1
its accident was caused by a wet pro- man, ot Las Vegas.
week for the benefit of the SU Joseph
James Kennedy, ot YoMngstown; VIn- -'
will meet tomorrow and sign the pap- - sidered particularly, antagonistic to jectile being shot into the cupola.
Mrs. J. S. Raynolds and son, John hospital.
dustrlal Peace," Senator M. A. Hanna,
era. There were two bids. Anson & American interests.
of the family of Josnua Raynolds, the
of. Cleveland; "Unconditional Surren-der-,"
Everyone
attended
appeared
INJUNCTION GRANTED.
that
Holman's bid was 134.900 and Mr.
banker, are traveling in Europe and happy
in Exile.
J. J. Grant, of Canton; "Grant'
and had plenty of money for
Strong's $30,609. This does not in
Havana, April 27. General Vasquez, Eight Railroads Enjoined From; Dis Asia Minor. They were In Palestine the various objects that required it. Native State," Col. Myron T. Herrlck,
the other day.
clude lighting, heating or plumbing. former president of the Republic of
of Cleveland; "The Elephant and Ita
criminations in Freight Rates.
Taken altogether it was one
W. C. booth and Ralph Hunt, em
Guantana-mo- ,
Domingo,
at
landed
Santa
Is
It
estimated when the building is
Kansas City, April 27. Judge John ployes of Gross, Kelly & Co. at Belen, most exciting nights of the week and Keeper," James R. Carey, of Salem.
Cuba, today from a Dominican son F. Philips, in the United States
everyone voted, too. The contest for
completed and furnished it will cost
were Albuquerque visitors yesterday.
Banquet at Boston.
the saddle horse waxed warm until the
I50.0U0, and it will contain the finest gunboat.
circuit court here today, granted a
Boston. Aorll 27. The Middlesex
end, altogether there was 4,008 votes
temporary Injunction restraining the
theater this side of Denver. It will also
MAKING
SOLDIERS.
cast, of which Mrs. Bigelow had 1,981 club gives Its annual banquet at the
DISTRICT COURT.
following eight named roads from dis
be a monument of enterprise for the
and Miss Ironsides 1,641. The saddle Hotel Brunswick tonight in celebration
criminating against small shippers
growing city of Albuquerque.
horse Is a handsome one and will be of Grant's birthday anniversary by
Chicago,
&
Milwaukee
Chicago
Alton,
It will be a handsome three story
highly prized by her, and she appre- Secretary of the Navy Moody and
& St. Paul, Atchison, Topeka & Santa
brick structure and the structure built
DeThe Militia Boys at Agricultural Col- ciates the kindness of ber many other prominent speakers are to be
around the theater on the first floor Important Case This Morning
Fe, Burlington & Qulncy, Missouri Pa
!
heard.
friends.
will contain bowling alleys, shops,
cine, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,
Are
Drilling.
lege
Baker.
Judge
cided
by
viowon
Miss
Ambrosia
Chaves
the
cafe and bar, besides entrances to the
abash, and Chicago Great Western
Grant Banquet at Pittsburg.
lin by fifty votes over Arthur Walsh.
theater.
These cases presented the same ques
Pittsbura. Pa.. April 27. The pres
Miss Eva Lugton captured the time
The second floor will have a ball
Involved in similar cases passed
tlon
OTHER COURT MATTERS.
COLONEL FROST IN CHAR6E.
votes over Miss ence of men of national fame will
keeper by forty-eigh- t
room and banquet hall, with toilet
upon by Judge Grosscup, of Chicago,
283.
who
make especially noteworthy the anStein,
received
Emma
rooms and serving kltcuen, while on
on Friday last.
Owing to the success attained dur- nual hanmiet tonight of the Americua
the third floor there will be two lodge
In the district court, before Judge
The two companies of militia, which ing the past week and wishing to clean Republican club In celebration of
rooms with ante chambers for the
Russian Encroachment Condemned.
form the military department of the everything up In apple pie order. Mrs. Grant's birthday. The speakers and
Baker this morning, the case of inter
members and the goats.
Paris, April 27. The foreign office
A portion of the building Is now venor of the American Engineering has received lengthy advices from New Mexico College of Agriculture G. W. Harrison, the able president of the subjects assigned them are aa
Agriculture."
"Scientific
standing and there are foundations works in the Corhiti Gold Mining com Washington, regarding the feeling and Mechanic Arts, were thrown into the bazaar, has ordered one more follows:'
a fever ot excitement and a two hours night So this evening there will be Hon. James Wilson, secretary of agriunder most of the proposed walls, and pany
over
the strenuous drilling Wednesday.
receivership case, the intervenor aroused in the United States
no selling of chances but everyone can culture; "Grant," Hon. James Beck,
these are to be used as far as possible
steps taken by Russia In connection
Major James Irons, of the United have fun galore. There is going to be assistant attorney general of the Unitfor the new foundations. A cellar will seeking to enforce a mechanic's lien with Manchuria. The dispatches show
only be built under the stage.
for machinery furnished the mining that the American government does States army, detailed as military In a wholesale auction, and lots of other ed States; "Fruits of the Republican
of the department of Colorado, things left over are going very cheap Administration,"
Dudley
William
Work is to begin in a few days and company. Tbe machinery company not intend to Join the powers in oppos spec-tovisited the college and sent the Agri- There will be dancing and several se Pnnlkn United States civil servlco
will be pushed as rapidly as possible
ing the Russian demands but that the
so that when the territorial fair opens contended that the account was a run United States will confine Its action to cultural and Mechanical college ca- lections from the Italian band.
commissioner; "Weather," Willis I
dets through a series of manoeuvers to
one,
nlng
being
and
lien
that
their
The final announcement in the com- Moore, chief of the United States
be
will
here in October the theater
Its own commercial In- Bee what the youngsters could do. The
guarding
safe
bination season ticket contest will be weather bureau.
ready for dedication. The Elks are to filed within sixty days of last Item terests. The assurances have created
present military organization of the given out, and some of those who bold
be commended
for this enterprise they should have a lien for the full a strongly favorable feeling here.
college only came into existence the winning tickets will be extremely hapTwo Big Unions to Amalgamate.
which will allow the troupes in the amount of the claim, $1,100. The minof January, but In these few py as the prizes are Al.
first
Milwaukee. Wis.. April 27. The an
ing company, on the other hand, said
country to play here.
Chinese Government Makes Demand. months of active life and drill makes a
Highlands
convention of the Amalgamated
on
the
fifty
nual
lot
foot
The
purchases
were
made from day to
The various committees who have the
London. April 27. It Is officially anThe two companies will niake someone feel good; the Or- Sheet Metal WorKers' International
day; that each purchase was a separ- nounced here that the Chinese govern- good showing.
this matter in charge are:
of ninety with full iental vase, center piece, Angora rug, Union began In this city today with
Finance Mayor Charles F. Myers ate contract and the lien was not filed ment has sent to the Russian govern- have an enrollment They
are under the dresser scarf, ton of coal, hand paint about 150 delegates present from variofficers.
of
quotas
purA.
except
Hubbell.
in
as
retime
Frank
to
Items
the
J. J. Sheridan,
ment at St. Petersburg a formal
8. Frost, ed head rest and the two prizes of $5 ous parts of the United States and
Alfred
of
Col.
direction
able
S
W.
Supplies and furnishings
chased within sixty days. Judge Baker fusal to grant the latter's demands In
Infan- worth of laundry work. The basket
Canada. The convention, which will
Strickler, F. A. Hubbell, T. H Wilker held that there being no agreement regard to tbe evacuation of Manchuria. late of the First South Dakota
try.
of Gunther's candy that is on exhibi be in session a week or longer, Is reson.
shown of a contract of the machine
Colonel Frost expressed himself tion at O'Rlelly's drug store will also garded as of great Importance in labor
In charge of work D. J. Rankin, M. company to furnish continuously suppleasea with the progress the go to some one.
well
HOURS.
TWO
WITHIN
Myers.
DIED
C.
F.
W. Flournoy,
circles owing to the general expectaplies for repairs, each Item of the acyoung
men are making.
The receipts Saturday evening will tion that it will see the consummation
Opening night, leases and rents
count, under the pleadings, was a sepThe college campus has been put In probably foot up to over $500. Up to of the project to unite the organizaFrank McKee, J. J. Sheridan, W. S. arate account, but the court decided
good
shape for the field day sports, and Including Saturday night the prof-It- s tion with the Sheet Metal Workers'
Strickler.
the case upon the theory that the ma- Internal Injuries to Francisco Griego which will occur
May 1. The contest
M.
W.
specifications
were $1,900, and this evenlng'B en- National Alliance. The rivalry between
Plans and
terials furnished being something temants of the coming athletic feats are tertainment wll carry It over the
Flournoy, Frank McKee, D. J. Ran- porary were not such as could not suptnese two organizations of the same
Proved Fatal.
doing considerable hard work preparmark.
has for Borne years milikin.
craftsmen
port a claim of lien, and refused the
ing for the approaching tests. Every
The ladies have certainly made a tated against the welfare of both. The
Law. bonds and contracts T. N. lien and allowing the claim generally
campus
of
scene
is the
evening the
great showing and assisted in the car- amalgamation will be due largely to
Wilkerson, M. W. Flournoy.
against the bankrupt company for
many young men engaging In vigorous rying out of a noble work.
DEATH WAS CERTAIN.
tbe efforts of tbe American Federation
$1,101).
and muscle hardening exercises. The
Lee Resigns.
Be sure and attend this evening and of Labor.
$20
judgment
for
court
rendered
The
some
represented
with
27.
is
Governor
April
track
Jefferson City.
help close one of the most successful
Dockery telephoned from St. Louis to- In favor of the plaintiff in the case of
Troops to Escort Governor Odell.
bazaars ever held In the city.
Francisco Griego, who fell to tbe excellent material, but as to whether
assignee,
versus
Clayton,
Moore
adW.
or not they will acquit themselves
day that he had accepted the resignaAlbany, N. Y., April 27. ArrangeFe
shaft
of
of
the
the
Santa
bottom
acwas
an
Augustin
lxpez.
This suit
mirably when the final comes, remains
Dr. Harle Is Ordered Surrendered.
tion of Lieut. Gov. John A. Lee, which
have been perfected by Adjuments
Coal company, three miles northwest to bo seen.
Francisco Mallen, the Mexican con- tant General Henry for the escort of
reached the office here this morning in I
proceeding of Santa Fe about 2 o'clock WednesIn the quo warranto
The program this year will not be as sul at El Paso, has received a war- l.OiiO national guardsmen which will
a letter bearing a special delivery
stamp. Senator T. L. Ruby, president 'against Sheriff Alfredo Sandoval, of day afternoon, died at St. Vincent's elaborate as was last year's, but con- rant from the United States secreta- accompany Governor Odell to St. Ixuia
pro tern of the senate, becomes acting Sandoval county, the defendant had hospital of his Injuries two hours lat- tains some entertaining features. The ry ot state authorizing the surrender to participate In the exercises attendwill be given at of Dr. C. S. Harle to the Mexican govnot yet filed an answer up to the time
lieutenant governor.
ing tbe dedication of the buildings ot
of the accident reveal usual field day ball
of going to press. Probably this will er. Tbe details
Las Cruces on the evening following ernment to be tried for murder at Chi- the Ixiulslana Purchase Exposition.
RIOT IN ILLINOIS.
be done tomorrow.
huahua In connection with the New Governor Odell and the members of
the fact that the convict who first the sports.
York Life insurance frauds. Defend-nas- t
to
brought
news
not
did
Santa
Fe
the
staff will leave this city on a speNegroes Driven From the Town of
Celebration at Des Moines.
Bribery Charges.
Investigating
C. T. Richardson and William bis
I
statement
how
cial
give
as
George
a
train at midnight tonight, and will
to
correct
27.
27.
the
April
Santa Fe.
111.,
Iowa,
Clark
April
Moines,
Des
Springfield,
Mason or Meredith are still being held
Wednesday morniuebes. 111., April 27. So far as I Howell, of Atlanta, who is to be ths accident occurred.
W Hinman. editor of the Chicago In for further extradition
proceedings. arrive at St. Ixulswill comprise 150
escort
ing.
The
tonight
before
known, no lives were lost in the fight principal speaker tonight at the an- appear
will
Ocean,
ter
MexDr. Harle will be transferred to
The rope did not break as was at
cavalrymen, a division of seventy
following the lynching last nlgbt near nuai banquet oi trie urani ciui, nas
la investigating ico within a few days.
Is all that sav- the committee which
that
reported
and
first
negroes
naval militiamen and of representaseveral
Miller.
although
Mr.
as
against
chosen as his subject, "Grant's IJfe
Santa Fe,
the bribery charges
Darby A. Day, manager of the Mu- tions from various infantry organizawere wounded. They have fled. All Is a Peace Ieeson." Among the others ed Grlego from instant death. He was Unless the evidence of Hinman leads
the state. Col.
quiet so far today. At midnight there who have accepted invitations to ad- in tbe cage making the descent when to something more tangible than the tual Life Insurance company, with tions throughout
was an attempt on the part of the dress the gathering are Senator Cbas. the brake slipped oft of the drum. committee now has It Is not thought headquarters and home in Albuquer- Samuel M. Welch, of Buffalo, the,
que, was at Las Vegas Saturday on senior colonel in the guard, has been
negroes to return to the city, Lut they F. Reeves, of Falls City, Neb., and Those at tho ton were thus unable to that any more witnesses will be
designated to command the escort.
'control the descent of the cage and
business.
were driven back by the whites, who Charles E. Pickett, of Waterloo.

This Evening.

DIG

ACCIDENT

Galena, Illinois, Honors Its
Heroic Son.

d

Grand Island, Neb., April 27. The
president made an early start today
on what promises to be a busy week.
He broke the ground on the new Carnegie library and then delivered a
short address In front of the high
school at 9:15. He then left for Hastings, where he is scheduled to arrive

--

10:10 a. m.

Protecting the President.
Lincoln, Neb., April 27. Extraordin-- '
ary precautions were taken today to
insure the safety of the president during his trip from Hastings to Lincoln.
The instructions by Burlington officials were that no person shall be allowed In any office, room or near any
. window of any station where the pres-pass 'uu is not known to
dent
S

the'

officials.

President at Lincoln.
Lincoln, Neb . April 27. The arrival
ot President Roosevelt's special train
in Lincoln this afternoon at a few mni-ute- s
after 1 o'clock was announced by
a chorus of factory whistles. At this
signal all the stores in the town were
closed and remained locked up until
after the departure of the president
and his party. The weather was fine.
The military escort formed a pageant
that has not been equalled in Lincoln
since the recruiting of troops for the
Spanish-Americawar.
The 50,000
population of Lincoln were increased
nearly twice that much by the influx
of visitors this afternoon. The president spoke from a stand erected on
the capital grounds.
n

President Speaks at Hastings.
Hastings, Neb., April 27. President
Roosevelt reached here at 10:15 this
morning. He was greeted by a large
crowd and made an address from the
depot steps. The president spoke of
the forestry situation in Nebraska,
eaying that as the people of the state
were protecting the original and scanty forest they now had a more and
better natural forest than ever before.
At the conclusion of his speech the
president was taken for a short drive,
in the course of which he made an address to the school children from his
carriage.
COAL DEAL.
Big Price Paid for Coal Land in Penn-

sylvania.
. Washington, Pa., April 27

The larg.

est coal deal ever closed up in Washington county and the most extensive

in western Pennsylvania

for several

years has just been consummated here.
It consisted of 7,000 acres of the
vein lying in East Bethel and
Pitts-liui-

New York Troops Will Escort the Governor
to St. Louis.

e

Will Speak at Omaha.
Omaha, April 27. The president's
tour through Nebraska today Includes
stops at Hastings, Lincoln and Fremont and a number of smaller towns.
The train will arrive in Omaha at 5
p. m. and elaborate preparations have
been made for the entertainment of
the party. After a drive through the
city a dinner will be served at the
Omaha club and President Roosevelt
will speak to the public at the Coliseum at 8:30 this evening.
j

CONSOLIDATE

UNIONS

PENNSYLVANIA

General Miles Says Officers are Cruel to
the Filipinos.

at

NUMBER 440
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g

Amwell townships, and it passed from
the hands of the farmers to Pittsburg,
New York and Philadelphia capitalists. The average price paid was $100
an acre, the total tranHfer of money
being slightly more than $500,Ouo.
REPORTS CRUELTY.
General Miles Criticises the Army in
the Philippines.
Washington, April 27. The war department made public today that portion of the report of General Miles
which refers to misconduct of officers
and soldiers in the Philippines. The
general says from Colamba to Botan-ga- s
the country appeared to be devastated and the people very much depressed. At LI pa citizens told him
that fifteen of their people had been
tortured by the water cure and one
burned to death. Also it Is charged
that six hundred people were confined
in one building by command of Lieut.
Hennessey and nearly all of them
were suffocated. This statement is
not corroborated.
to other cases of
Miles referred
cruelty, some of which were confirm

.

of-th-

r

$2,-00- 0

'

HIE ALBUQUEUQUE DaIl.i' CITIZEN. MONDAY, APRIL
Spring Winds Are Disagreeable!
They cause your face and hands to chap. Our Almond Ben
coin mid Wltrh llHzel Cream In a WONDFK Ladies
become enthusiastic over it. If you haven't tried it, do so.

ALVAWADO PHARMACY,
B. H

BRIUQ5

& CO..

Automatic 'Phone 397

Colorado, 'Phone 48

Iklhiwufrrriiir

Dnily

few months. This newest navy means
(Jifijfi) that
a tonnage of 375,000 In round num

HUGHES ft McCREIOHT, Publisher
Editor

HuihM

Proprietors

bers, with a horse power of about 630,
mo, la being built. It means an ex
penditure of more than $80,000,000.

T. McCrelsht....Msr. and City Bdltor

Published Dally and V.'tekly.

Of the $346,240,420 United States
bonds held to secure national bank clr
culation, $335.662. 550 are the 2 per
cent consols Issued under the refunding act of March, 1900. Thus these
ionds have almost entirely replaced
others for bank note uses.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY

The suspended sentence law Is now
a fixed feature in the laws of Michigan, the legislature having passed the
A oclated Press Afternoon Oiapatchea
empowering Judges of courts to
act
Largest City and County Circulation suspend
sentence upon all first offend
The Largest New Mexico Circulation ers,
with the exception of those found
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
guilty of murder or manslaughter.
Copies of this pnper mar be found on
In tbe office of our
to st Wuhlng-toSince the census was taken in June
pedal oor respondent, E. O. SlKgers, 118
of the year 1900, 1,350,000 acres of
street N. W., Washington D. C.
New Mexico land has been filed upon
Terma of Subscription.
for homestead and 1,074 miles of rail5.00 way constructed within the territory,
Daily, by mail, one year
Daily by mail, six months
Cruces Republican. The
2.50 says the
Daily, by mall, three month
1.25 territory is advancing steadily in all
Daily, by mail, one month
60 material interests.
Daily, by carrier, one month
60
Daily, by carrier, one week
15
To England the gates of the temple
Weekly, by mall, one year
2.00 of Janug are always open. In 1902 the
The Dally Citizen will be delivered war with the Boers, which had lasted
ta the city at the low rate of 15 cents from 1899, ended. She has had sevper week, or for 60 cents per month, eral conflicts with savage or barbarous
when paid monthly. These rates are peoples since then. She has one now
leu than those of any other daily pa- in Somallland, over in East Africa.
per In the territory.
This one has broken out In a massacre
of British troops.
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a favor on
The Cltisen by notifying us ImmedThe El Paso News has a statistical
iately of any
of the pa- article showing that ninety-fivgamper.
bling places In El Pa bo have 350 men
on pay rolls who receive $1,400 per
day. Of course rents, monthly fines,
and other expenses are heavy and the
managers must receive much more
than $1,400, say ,1,000 per day, to
make any profit on capital Invested.

Few writers of history have assigned
him the place he deserved, and many
have placed him as a minor figure in
the agitation that led up to the war
with Mexico, the conduct of that war,
and the subsequent acquisition of an
Immense and valuable territory. While
not as strenuous as Jackson nor as resourceful as Lincoln, Polk met the
emergencies of the war with Mexico
with ability and decision. He was an
ardent patriot and would be known
today as an "aggressive American."
One little known incident of the beginning of the war with Mexico is of
Interest. Polk sent a message to congress stating that Mexican troops had
"shed the blood of American citizens
on American soil," and calling for a
declaration of war. The preamble to
the bill appropriating $10,000,000 for
the prosecution of the war read:
"Whereas, by the act of the republic
of Mexico, a state of war exists between that government and the United
States." The whlgs protested bitterly
against the war and offered what were
Known as the "spot resolutions," calling upon the president to "name the
spot" of American territory whereon
the outrage had been committed. The
congressman who introduced these
resolutions and denounced the war
was Abraham Lincoln, who a few
years later called upon congress and
the country to support him In waging
one of the greatest and costliest wars
In history.
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A long step toward

of

arbitration

labor troubles was taken at Phlladel-pha- l
recently, when alt of the building
trades unions and employers came to
Thla city is preparing to give Presi- an agreement to settle all controver
dent Roosevelt a rousing western wel- sies in that way. It was agreed that
strikes and lockouts are to be resorted
come.
to only in the event that the Joint arbitration board cannot come to an
people
not
city
of
this
al
should
The
low factional politics to Injure busi agreement.

ness interests.

Mr. Carnegie has given $600,000

to-

If men were as anxious to do right ward the endowment of Tuskegee Inma they are to get their rights, things stitute, subject to the one condition
that Booker T, Washington and family
In general would soon be righted,

shall lie properly provided for during
tn a fight the Other day the Mad his life and that of his wife. Mr. CarMullah of East Africa lost 2,000 men. negie desires that Mr. Washington
That is enough to make any barbarian shall be entirely free from pecuniary
cares in order that he may devote
mad.
himself wholly to his great work.
The Las Vegas Optic has also given
r
Those who remember James N.
its decision in the case of Boss Curran
as he was long, long ago will sinagainst tbe commissioners of this
cerely regret the troubles that have
county.
come to him in his old age, and it will
A crank is a man who sees one fact lie hard for any of them to believe that
o clearly that he is blind to all other he was cognizant of any of the disgraceful things that are charged
facts which alone can explain the one against
his department. He has been
he sees.
connected with the postofflce department for over a third of a century, fillAll who can should read President ing many
important positions, includ
Roosevelt's speeches. They preach ing
that of postmaster general.
the gospel of true Americanism as it
Baa never been preached before.
SCENE OF WAR.
Somaliland lies in tbe northeastern
The Las Vegas Advertiser will be
issued as a daily newspaper on and horn of Africa, between the Gulf of
after May 1. There is room for a live Aden and the Indian ocean. It is one
morning paper in Las Vegas, and the of the most inhospitable sections of
tue continent, a vast desert poorly waAdvertiser will deserve success.
tered. The "red stoneless country" is
The Declaration of Independence practically without water or vegeta
water holes are about 150
has been locked up in a glass case and tion. Tbe
apart,
miles
and the supply in them Is
will henceforth be kept from public
Tiew. Host of the text Is still visible, scant and inferior at best. The So
malia are roving, warlike tribesmen.
but the signatures can not be read.
who, when at peace with themselves,
warring-usuallwith their neighThe district conference and Epworth are
They are of mixed blood, a trifle
bors.
league of the El Paso district New
Mexico conference of the Methodist darker In color than the Arabs, with
Kpbjcopal church south will be held at Grecian lips and noBe, and woolly hair,
the latter betraying negro admixture.
Alamogordo, N. M., from May 6 to 10.
Ty-ne-

Uncle Sam's cage of live birds at tbe
world's fair will be 200 feet long, 90
feet wide and 52 feet high. The collec
tion of 2,000 birds from all parts of the
world will completely distance all
former shows of this kind.
Notwithstanding the fact that he
has been having all kinds of bad luck,
Sir ThoniaB Lipton cheerfully remarks
that be will be at the post with his
craft August 20. That's the kind of
a sportsman Americans would like to
see win.
Fifty thousand Americans have vis
ited Cuba during the past six months.
When the time comes for the Cubans
to ask for annexation, the people of
this country will be well informed concerning tbe details of Cuba's national
resources.

Tbe newest navy of the United
States consist of sixty warships. Wtih

the exception of tbe

five battleships

Just authorized by congress, all are
under construction. In less than four
years all will be ready for service.
Many of them will be ready within a

THE ELKIN3 LAW.
The new Elklns law, recently passed
by congress, Beems to be rather an
effective measure.
Acting under its authority, Judge
Grosscup, of Chicago, last Saturday
entered an order in the United States
court of appeals enjoining six railroad
companies from discriminating against
small shippers.
Today, Judge Phillips, of the United
States court at Kansas City, will enter
a similar order concerning eight more
railroads.
It seems that the small shipper is
to have a change. And it is high time
that he had it. If the Elklns law had
leen in effect some years ago, perhaps
the Standard Oil company would not
be the all powerful monopoly it Is now
and perhaps hundreds of small concerns that it crushed out of existence,
might still be doing business.
As a general rule, tbe small dealer
in anything does not stand very much
of a chance at present. And it looks
as though any law that will give htm
3 better chance is a good law.
RECEIVING THE PRESIDENT.
Albu

querque on the afternoon of Tuesday,
May 6, and he will remain about two
and a hall hours. It will be a brief
visit, but it will give a large number of
the people ample opportunity to see
him.
The reception should be marked by
cordiality in every way. He is the
president of the whole country, and
bis visit will not be of a partisan character. He should, therefore, be welcomed by all classes of the population,
and without regard to partisan distinctions every citizen should endeavor
to show the pleasure the people of Albuquerque derive from his visit.
Let us decorate the line of march
from the depot and back to the station
with flags and bunting, in order to give
the city as much of a gala appearance
as possible.

The

STOMACH BITTERS

Pratt &

offense prisoners eivr no further
trouble after being treated by this
plan. Closely akin to this is the question of Juvenile reformatories by which
boys of tender age can be reclaimed
instead Of sending them to tails or
penitentiaries with hardened criminals
as at present in most southern states.

The Union
Market
M7 West Gold Avenue.

VOLTAIRE AND THE BIBLE.
In 1777 Voltaire predicted that In
one hundred years, the Hible would be
practically an unknown book.
The report of the American Bible
society, recently Issued, tells a much
different story.
The number of volumes of the Bible
which comes from the press now every
twelve months Is about 8.000,000, more
than the total number that existed WM, GOETTING A. CO., Proprietors.
during the first eighteen centuries
All kinds of Fresh Areata bandied.
after Christ.
The Bible, which in Voltaire's day, Sausage making a specialty.
tongues, Is
existed In only thirty-eigh- t
being read today, in whole or In part,
J.
In over 400. One hundred and fifty of
-Dealer in
these languages were for the first time
reduced to writing by Bible transla
tors.
For the first period of twenty-fivyears of Its existence, the American
206
WEST MAILROAD
AVENUE
Bible society Issued a little over two
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
million volumes. For the Becond period
years, it issued over
of twenty-fiv- e
eighteen million. The third period
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
saw the number of volumes issued
Successor to Balling Broa.
reach thirty-twmillion.
The fourth
period Is expected to reach over fifty Wedding :Oake
: Specialty
million.
We desire patronage, and we
Voltaire is dead and gone. He is
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
only a memory today. All that re 207 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
mains to call him to mind are a few
epigrams, a few risque stories and
some plays that are no longer performed. Perhaps he is better remembered for his prediction concerning the
Bible than for anything else.
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COMING EVENTS.

April

Concert and ball at Co

28

lombo hall by Italian band.
May 6 President
Roosevelt

will

visit Albuquerque.

Ellis MacDougall,

OF

ALBUQUERQUb,

N.

geo. arnot.
w. a. maxwell
blackwell
depository for atchison, topeka a santa fe railway

J.

a.

m.

M. riOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans
ABSTRACTS OP TITLB TO BERNA: ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8E8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES w'AIS)
AND ENURE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
,
Nov Telephone

2

'

'

1IJV4 West Railroad Avenue.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Old Phone 59
New Phone 152.
Residence, New Phone 353.

...J. W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran

Proprietor

R. P. HALL,

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulley,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Soecialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health ot Kansas.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,

Office and Parlors
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE

Boll or Mills and Elevator

18

Open Day and Night.
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Albuquerque:

8.

Appointments

Early Risers
Dff
The famous little pills.

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
THE JOHN BEOKEK OO, Props.

BELEN, N. M

made by

LAWYERS.
Bernard C. Hooey
,

ATTORNEY-AT-I.AW-

Albuquerque,

And many other aches to which women
are peculiarly subject are generally the
of a diseased condition of the
womanly organism.
When this diseased condition is cured, siilcacbe, backache, headache, etc., are cured also.
Doctor Tierce's Favorite Prescription
establishes regularity, dries the drains

N.

Prompt attention (riven to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
M.

,

Ira M. Bond

42 F street N. W.,
Pensions, lands, patWashlnKton.
ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
trade marks, claims.
ATTORNE7-AT-LAW-

I). C.

William

D.

Lee

ATTORN
Office, room 7, w.
which weaken women, heals inflamma- T
.,.-.... - il
Artnlln hiill,ll
tion and ulceration and cures feuiale the courts of the territory.
weakness. When these diseases are cured
R. W. D. Bryan
the aches they cause are also cured.
ATTORNET-AT-t.AAlbuquerque, N.
"I will drop you few Hurt
to let you M. Olltce,
First National Bank bulldln-- .
know I hat l am foiling well now," write Miu
Annie btruhen. of lltllrville. Wood Co., West
Va. "I l
like a new woman. I took aeveral
Frank W. Clancy
' and of the
bottlea of hv.vorite
ATTONET-AT-IJIW- ,
rooms t and t. N.
' I have no
'Golden Medirnl
T.
Armijo
building,
Albuquerque, N. M.
now, no
and no pain in my

jrlL.

Cheap California Trip

Trest-riptio-

head-ach-

aide

much good

The People' Common Sense Metlica'
Adviser, a book containing tooS panes
is given away. Semi i one cent staui)w-foexpense of mailing only, for the
book in paper rovers, or 31 stamps for
tbe volume liouiid in cloth. Address Dr
R V. Pierce, Buffalo, N V.

r

In Pullman Tourist Sleejx-- r daily on fast train, w ith pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursions, in charge of experienced agent,

E. W. Dobson
Office,
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

Cromwell

John H. Stlngle
ATTORNET-AT-I.AW-

.

Albuquerque, N.

M.

,VffL

inri

..

ll

any more. No lieaiuiK ilown paiu any more. I
think that there ia no medicine like Dr. fierce'
medicine. I thank you very much for what you
bave done for uie -- youi
hat done me

i

Summer Salt

Edmund J. Alger, O. O. 8.
Office hours, 1:30
p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t p. m.
to

Railroad avenue.
M
12:30
a. mfl
4S2.

f1St

Yur

THE TAILOR

N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
mall. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
'phone 62.

Telephone
mau.

M.

solomon luna

Mcintosh

CIGARS

6V

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHN80N, Asst Csshls

wm.

JOE RICHARDS,

SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. a. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every day In the week, except
Sunday, at 5 a. m. For particulars
address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. t. BLOCK, proprietor, Jemez, N. M.

OF

j. c. baldridge

Fancy Groceries

e

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS,
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

Staple and

W. V. Wolvin, D. D. 6.,
Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
N. M. Both 'Phones.

Bach- -

WITH AMPLE MEANS

AND UNSUR PAS8ED FACILITIES

A. SKINNER

DENTISTS.

sideache,

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekln aY Co.'s Coffees,
Is entitled tn tha hn.iu ct nrnlse mi a
Granite Flour.
family medicine if you Judge It by Its
merit ana record of runs during the
past fifty years. Nn other remedy can
Staple and Fancy Groceries
takes its place because it Is the best
214 South Second Street
that science can produce as a cure for
Belcrtlna. Heart horn indioestion. Bil Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
iousness, Dyspepsia, Insomnia, and
Nervousness, it Is also an excellent O.tfera
Solicited.
Free Delivery
tonic and blood DurlflVr. Don't fail to
try it. It has never l'en known to
fall.

e

Chicago Historical

society is
In the
diary and correspondence
of Polk,
which has been purchased from his
heirs at Nashville, Tenn., for the comparatively small sum of $3,000. The
diary is reported to be contained in
forty volumes and to Include not only
important data, but interesting comment on men and affairs of the time,
tue presiueut seems to have had a
habit of Jotting down in his diary his
Impressions of the members of his
cabinet, leading senators and public
men of the day as they revealed themselves to him in private conversation,
conference and the cabinet meeting.
The correspondence recently secured
covers twenty years, some of them
among the most important in our history, and includes letters from Andrew Jackson and Polk's replies, the
negotiations regarding the Oregon
boundary, the annexation of Texas, the
Gadsden treaty, and all tbe diplomatic
questions that arose during his administration.
President Polk has been one of the
least understood of the presidents.

1003

F. G.

o
For over sixty fears.
An old and well tried, remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has,
been UBed for over sixty yeara by millions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success.
It soothes the child, boftens the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
REFORMATORIES.
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drugThe discussion of reformatories at gists In every part cf tbe world.
the national conference of Charities Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Us value
and Correction at Atlanta In May will is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
be of special Interest to southern dele- Mrs.
Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
gates. The general secretary of the
take no other kind.
conference, Joseph P. Byers, is in
charge of the Indiana reformatory,
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
where felons from 16 to 30 years of Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Railage, convicted of a first offense, are road Avenue Clothier.
sent to reform. The experience of the
The Citizen 15 cents per week.
united States in sucn institutions has
been that 75 to 80 per cent of first
FROFESIONAL CARDS

DAIRY OF PRESIDENT POLK.
Bald to have secured a

1882

IIOSTETTER'S

JEMEZ

President Roosevelt will reach

27 1905

Cromwell block.

PHYSICIANS.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physlclsn,
Room IT,
Whltlnt Block.

To
Los Angeles,
.

San Francisco

Inquire of local stent

Santa Fe

Ton will
like the

Service
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Failroad Topics
Engineer Charles Davis Is marked
up laying oft.
Engine 636 Is doing duty again after
a siege in the local shops.
Several engines, running north and
eouth out of Las Vegas, are taking
lay offs.
P. W. Zimmerman, the Santa Fe
claim agent for the New Mexico division, was at Las Vegas on Saturday.
Richard Robinson Is a new switchman In the local Santa Fe yards. He
was formerly a brakeman running out
of Las Vegas.
F. R. Frost, electrical Inspector for
the Santa Fe. with office at Topeka,
was a recent visitor at the local Santa
Fe Pacific shops.
The water supply of the Santa Fe
railway has given out at Umy and engines from the main line go to Santa
Fe dally for water.
J. A. Peterson, who resigned as
timekeeper of the local shops, has
been succeeded by W. E. Hedges, recently of the storekeeper's department.
Geo. E. Roe, district freight and
agent for the Santa Fe at El
Taso, was In the city between trains
morning while en route
yesterday
north.
About forty laborers left Santa Fe
Saturday for Watrous, where they will
work In the stone quarries for Lantry
& Sons, who have a contract for the
Santa Fe railway.
The men, who were Injured In the
eteam pipe explosion accident at the
local shops the other day, are reported
getting along nicely, and they will
soon be up and ready for work again.
The force at the local shops Is being Increased almost daily. Arrivals
of skilled workmen are announced
from the west, as far as Los Angeles,
and from the east as far as Fort Madison.
D. W. Hitchcock, of the San Marcial
shops, who has been incapacitated for
active service for several weeks, owing to an attack of rheumatism, went
to Las Vegas to test the virtues of the
mud baths.
The memorable exhibit of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad at the Chicago
exposition In 1893 Is to be repeated,
and perhaps Improved upon In the
world's fair next year, under the
charge, as before, of Major J. O. Pang-borThe company has secured
square feet of space.
Financial agents of the railways at
Oklahoma City received a notice of a
reduction In freight rates on car lots
Into that city from Kansas City ranging from 10 to 25 cents. This Is the
most Important concession ever made
to the local Jobbers and Is the source
Of much satisfaction to them.
At the San Marctal round nouse last
Wednesday the news was being discussed of the sending by Engineer
Taft for his family to go to Mineral
Wells. Texas, from Silver City. This
summons means the unexpected earthly separation of the husband from bis
family, Mr. Tart's Illness having taken
a very serious turn.
The Las Vegas railway shops Is being Improved. The Optic says: "A
new boiler Is being put In position
outside the engine room. As soon as
It Is ready for business it will be given charge of all the machinery, while
the boiler inside is being brought out
and fixed In position adjacent. All the
room Inside Is needed for the new air
compressor and the engines."
The Santa Fe has placed an order
with the Baldwin Locomotive works
for seventy additional locomotives of
the Mikado type. Fifteen of the same
type of engines were Just delivered to
the Santa Fe a short time ago by the
Baldwin works and are now doing
freight service on the mountain divisions. Some of them are being used as
helpers on the Raton mountain.
The contract for hauling federal
troops Is being held up for some unknown reason. The Southern and
Union Pacific submitted the lowest
bids for handling the business and the
government was about to award the
contract to this company. The other
lines objected on the ground that the
Southern Pacific was a bond-aideline Indebted to the government and
that the business would simply be
credited to the line's account.
The San Marcial Bee says: Miss
Mollie Maher came up from Demlng
this week, and Indirectly left the Impression with the reporter that she
.would return In a day or two to the
Windmill city with the prefix Miss In
Its old place. Wednesday this popular young lady changed her surface
plans, for she was Joined In wedlock
by the Rev. Father Pelzer to Edmund
W. Moore, who Is said to be an employe of the Albuquerque railway
chops.
B. W. Robbins, general agent at
Sauta Fe, for the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad company, returned
from a visit to Torrance. He made the
trip overland and enjoyed the scenery
along the route very much. The Santa Fe Central railway Is pushing track
laying out at Torrance at a rapid rate.
The road, Mr. Robbins says, has a
good solid bed, having been settled by
the winter snows. The company will
have a splendid track. The ties used
are good and the rails are heavy.
For some months Frank Eggleston
worked at Ixrdsburg for the Southern
Pacific company as yardmaster. Tuesday he disappeared. Where and why
he went are not known. One or two
of the railroad employes say he got
on the east bound passenger train, but
the conductor of the train does not
Remember seeing him. There Is no
known reason-fohis leaving, as he
was not owing any amount of money,
and had no trouble about his work,
pas-seng-

60,-00- 0

r

and his family relations were happy.
He left a wife, who is as mystified as
any one.
R. C. McCance, of Santa Fe, was a
visitor here over Sunday. He Is the
treasurer of the Santa Fe Central railroad, the officer being located in the

ancient

E. Tiffin, of Moncton, N. B., traffic
manager for the International railroad
and the Prince Edward Island railroad,
accompanied by Robert Jaffray, president of the Globe, a paper published at
Toronto, Canada, passed through the
city last evening in a private car attached to passenger No. 1, en route to
They expressed
the Pacific coast.
themselves astonished at the granduer
of the Alvarado and Its pleasing features. They were sorry an account of
not being able to spend a day in this
city.
Standing on the track in the railroad yards at Guthrie, Oklahoma, are
forty acres of steel, which is to be
used in the extension of the Choctaw.
It Is expected that the road will reach
Chandler within a few weeks. Work
was resumed this week and the road
Is being pushed toward Chandler at
the rate of about two miles a day.
Washouts may delay the work, but
conservative estimates place the time
of arrival at Chandler not more than
thirty or forty days away. The citizens are preparing to hold a celebration on the day the tracklayers reach
that city.
TO SAVE

CHILD'S LIFE.

Santa Fe Gave the Use of an Engine
to a Surgeon,
Last Saturday a little child was lying wounded, dying, and the services
of an experienced surgeon were needed at once to dress the wound, and, if
possible, save the little one's life. Dr.
Prelst, of Concordia, was sent for, but
the Santa Fe freight by which he
would come was already an hour late.
A special train was an Impossibility.
There seemed nothing to do but wait,
when each moment seemed freighted
with a life. How glad was everybody,
how great the relief, when a Santa Fe
engine with only the caboose attached
came hurrying in, before any trains
were due, with the surgeon aboard.
How did it happen? Simple enough.
The railroad authorities were Informed, and the chief dispatcher at Newton ordered the freight engine to take
the caboose and get Dr. Prelst to
Courtland in the shortest possible
time. And this was done by a "soulless corporation," not for money, for
they got none; not for possible political influence, but just to help in trying
to save the life of the child of a hdm-bl- e
Republic county farmer. Oh, It Is
a mistake to call the railroads of Kansas soulless; they have a great soul,
quick to hear and heed the cry of distress and suffering. The same railroads that in bygone years brought
FLASH OF LIGHT.
The Coffee Facta Came To Her,
Coffee Is so often unsuspected in the
work It does In the human body that
illustrations

of this kind are interest-

ing.
A lady In West Townsend,

Mass.,
says: "I did not begin drinking coffee
until I was an adult. Not very long
after I commenced I began to have
headaches and a dull, heavy, stupid
feeling. These symptoms grew worse
until I was ill but I had not suspicion
that coffee was the cause of the
trouble.
"I could not get up any strength,
and after dragging around half sick
for some time I was sent off on a visit
to see if the change would do me good.
I soon began to feel better and at the
end of three weeks felt perfectly well
again.
"Before leaving I had a long talk
with my friends as to the cause of my
getting better. I had taken no medicine of any kind, and the food was
about the same as at home, the coffee
was particularly rich, strong and palatable. I complimented her on the coffee
and asked what kind she used. She
told me 'Postum,' which I absolutely
could not believe. I had enjoyed it so
much and it agreed with me so perfectly, but I had always had an idea
that Postum Food Coffee was a
Insipid drink, and was only
used by people who could not drluk
the old fashioned coffee.
"My friend said she had been using
It for two years because when she
drank the old fashioned coffee it kept
her sick half the time. Then It dawned
on me like a flash of light that the old
fashioned coffee was the cause of my
trouble and sickness and that leaving
It off and using Postum for three
weeks had made me well.
"When I went home I told mother of
the change. She saw how round and
fat I had grown and said, 'You can
have Postum at home, we have a package In the bouse that I tried once but
it tasted so flat that I went back to
the ordinary coffee.' So I said, 'Let
me make it; Mrs.
said It must
be made according to directions and
must be boiled at least 15 or 20 minutes after the boiling begins, and If we
can make it as good as she does you
will be astonished at It.'
"Well she was astonished and from
that time to this we have left the old
fashioned coffee off the table and used
Postum altogether. Mother Is better,
my headaches and sick feelings have
never returned.
There Is no doubt
but that coffee Is a poison to us and
Postum Is the cause of our comfort
and health." Name given by Postum
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

relief to the sufferers by drouth and
grasshoppers today have a sympathy
that reaches out to even a little child.
Courtland, Kansas, Register,
Makes a Clean Sweep.
There's nothing like doing a thing
thoroughly. Of all the salves you ever
heard of, Bucklen's Arnica Salve Is the
best It sweeps away and cures burns,
sores, bruises, cuts, boils, ulcers, skin
eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
guaranteed to give satisfaction by all
druggists.

Ayers
Cherry Pectoral
pay the price.

Sixty

years of cures.

Your

Shirt
Waist
roR

tlon of Traveling Passenger Agents,
at New Orleans, La.
September 3 American Street Railway assocatlon, at Saratoga Springs,

QG.75

Q3.50

and

Chiidrens

Ready-to-We- ar
of Ladies' Madras
Waists
colored
regular
$1.50 waists for

N. Y.

September 8 Masier Car and locomotive Painters' asoclatlon. at Chicago.
September 8 Traveling Engineers'
association, at Chicago.
13 Roadmasters'
and
October
Maintenance of Ways association, at
Kansas City, Mo.

Wash Dresses

MADE IN GINGHAM, PERCALES AND CALICOES ALL MADE NICELY AND TRIMMED NEATLY WITH EMBROIDERY AND LACE ALL.
AGES FROM TWO YEARS TO FOURTEEN YEARS PRICES RANGE
FROM

35c to
of Ladies' Gingham
Waists fully worth $1.00
this week

1.75 each

5 dozen

Thoughtful Man.
Austin, of Winchester, lnd..
knew what to do in the hour of need.
His wife had such an unusual case of
stomach and liver trouble, physicians
could not help her. He thought of and
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and
she got relief at once and wag finally
cured. Only 25c, at all druggists.
A

suits

THIS WEEK

10 dozen

M. M.

We Start the Second Week

OF OUR SHIRT WAIST SALE WITH DOZENS OF NEW
NOVELTIE3
JUST RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR THE FIRST WEEK'S SELLING-GREA- TER
VALUES THAN EVER.

Fine 8heer White
Fine Sheer Colored
Lawn Waists a big Lawn Waists daintly
range of styles the trim med ' "Geisha"
"Geisha" make
make and styles

dozen Gingham Waists-g- ood
colorings fully worth
75c this week
10

2.50 to

2. SO to

5.00

7.50

fine Sheer white

Iawn

Waists

models

of perfection in

regard

to make, nt, etc., from

85c to

S2.00

IB. BLIrlELD &

semi-annua-

a.

MORE POPULAR THAN EVER THIS SEASON WE ARB SHOWING
SOME
tiitY PRETTY MODELS mADE IN WHITE AND COLORED
MADRAS CLOTHS TWO SPECIAL MODELS.
WE WISH TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO OUR

Values

doctor uses it for coughs,
colds, bronchitis, and all
SI., BOc. f
lung troubles.

Dreadful Attack of Whooping Cough.
Mrs. Ellen Harllson, of 300 Park
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes as
follows: "Our two children had a severe attack of whooping cough, one of
them In the paroxysm of coughing
would often faint and bleed at the
nose. We tried everything we heard
of without getting relief. We then
ailed In our family doctor who preUP GO THE PROFITS.
scribed Foley's Honey and Tar. With
the very first dose they began to imRailroads Coin Money by the Increase prove
and we feel that it has saved
In Freight Rates.
Refuse substitutes. AlThe official reports show that the their lives."
gross earnings of all the Important varado Pharmacy. n
railroads In the United States In the
MUDGE NOMINATED.
first week of this month have been
over 15 per cent greater than last May Be an Officer of the American
year and 25 per more than those of
Railway Association.
The American Railway association's
two years ago. Business during the
l
meeting Is being held In
past year has been enormous, It Is
true, but some railroad men attribute New York City at the Waldorf-ABtoria- .
a very large per eentage of the In- This is an Important gathering of the
crease to the advance In the freight operating officials of the country, and
rates generally. Rebates are no longer various reports prepared by commitbeing paid to the big shippers and tees since the last session on the per
many of the roads are better off In the diem system and its operation, train
number of cars, but this latter item rules, standard dimensions for box
does not come in for much considera- cars, safety appliances and .a cipher
tion, as there are roads which are not telegraph code, are to be presented
and will provoke much discussion.
as well off as a year ago.
The report of the committee on nommy
running,
itching sore on
"I had a
inations has always been kept under
leg. Suffered tortures. Doan's Oint- cover, but this year It has become pubment took away the burning and itch- lic in advance of the meeting, the noming instantly, and quickly effected per- inees being as follows:
manent cure." C. W. Lenhart, BowlFor president A. W. Sullivan, asing Green, Ohio.
sistant second vice president Illinois
Central; Joseph Ramsay, Jr., presiCONVENTION SEASON BEGINS.
dent Wabash; Theodore Voorhees,
Many Meeting for Railroad Men Are first vice president Reading.
For first vice president George W.
at Hand.
Chesapeake
&
The Transcontinental Passenger Stevens, president
association is meeting at the Hotel Ohio; W. C. Brown, third vice presiPortland, at Portland, Oregon. Chair- dent New York Central; H. I. Miller,
man James C. Charlton called the general manager Terre Haute & In
meeting to order and without delay dianapolis.
For second vice president C. O.
the association set to work. The
length of the docket and the Import- Waldo, general manager Cincinnati,
ance of many of the subjects under Hamilton & Dayton; Howard Elliott,
consideration indicate that the gener- second vice president Burlington;
al passenger agents will spend the re- Geo. F. Evans, vice president and genmainder of the week In session. The eral manager Maine Central.
Members of executive committee
general passenger agents of more than
a dozen roads are In attendance and Theodore N. Ely, chief of motive power Pennsylvania; Theodore D. Kline
In all fifty lines are represented.
Central of
Railway and steamboat clerks from general superintendent
various cities In the United States met Georgia; C. D. Hammond, superintendIn Chicago recently and organized the ent Delaware & Hudson; H. U. Mudge,
International Association of Railway peneral manager of Santa Fe; W. F.
Clerks. Officers were elected as fol Potter, general superintendent Illinois
President,
lows:
Daniel W. Rich- Central.
For members committee on train
mond, Chicago; secretary, A. W. Anderson, Blue Island; treasurer, E. H. rule Canadian Pacific, Central VerRlchter, Chicago; vice presidents, T. mont. St. Paul, Frisco, Hocking ValW. Drlscoll, Jollet, 111.; R. R. Clark, ley, Louisville & Nashville, Michigan
& 91, Louis
Racine, Wis., and J. L. Clifford, South Central, Pennsylvania
Chicago. D. W. Richmond was elected Southwestern. '
delegate to the American federation
Due Notice Is Served.
meeting at Boston.
Due notice Is hereby served on the
Among the other railroad convenpublic generally that DeWItt'B Witch
tions the following are scheduled for
Hazel Salve is the only salve on the
the next few months:
April 28 The Air Brake association, market that i made from the pure,
unadulterated witch hazel. DeWitt's
at Colorado Springs, Colo.
May 13 Association of Railway Tel- - Witch Hazel Salve baa cured thouegraph Superintendents at New Or sands of cases of piles that would not
yield to any other treatment, and this
leans,
May 14 Eastern Asoclatlon of Car fact has brought out many worthless
persons who get
Service Officers, at 24 Park Place.New counterfeits. Those
genuine
the
DeWitt's
Witch Hazel
York.
May 27 Association American Rail Salve are never disappointed, because
way Accounting Officers, at Hot it cures. B. H. Briggs & Co,; S. Vann
& Son.
Springs, Va.
June 9 American Association of
TERRITORY IS LUCKY.
Local Freight Agents' associations, at
Will Get Plenty of Roads Without IsSavannah, Ga.
Car Service Managers at Chicago.
suing Bonds.
Indian Territory will not be burdenJune 16 Train Dispatchers' Assoc!
ation of America, at Nashville, Ten- ed with railroad aid bonds when It becomes a state, says a telegram from
nessee.
June 17 American Association of Muskogee.
It will have the railroads and will
General Baggage Agents, at Royal
Muskoka hotel. Lake Rosseau, On owe nothing for having secured them.
It doesn't take any bonds to get a railtarlo.
June 17 Freight Claim association road In this country. If It did, there
would be no railroads, for there Is no
at Detroit. Mich.
June 17 International Association provision of law under which said
of Car Accountants and Car Service bonds can be Issued.
On the other hand, there Ig a law
Officers, at Quebec, Canada.
June 17 American Railway Master against It. But the railroads are comMechanics' association, at Mackinac ing in here Just the same. In no state
in the union la there such a rapid deIsland. Mich.
June 22 Master Car Builders' as- velopment of railroads at present as
sociation, at Mackinac Island. Mich. is going on In this country. All of the
June 24 American Society Mechan- western roads have th;lr eyes on the
ical Engineers, at Sarltoga Springs, Indian country mid many of them are
getting In here with as many lines as
N. Y.
July 14 National convention of possible.
At the present time Indian Territorailroad commissioners, at Portland,
ry has 2.841 miles nf railroad built
Me
July 21 National Association of and In process of construction. Of
Railway Agents, national division, at this, about 2.600 niib s are now In opEureka Springs, Ark.
eration. Fully 2.0u0 miles of new line
August 18 National Railroad Mas- are now projected, which are reason
ter Blacksmiths' association, at Buffa- ably certain to be built. In this calcu
lo. N. Y.
lation all "paper" railroads are elim
September
American Assocla- - tnated.

Women's 11aoh Quito

SPECIAL

Don't try cheap cough
medicines. Getthebest
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral

BEGIN WORK JUNE 1.

Orient Will Start Construction of Line
to Tampico, Mexico.
A message
from Austin, Texas,
says:
It was stated by members of the
engineering party who are locating the
route for the proposed branch line of
the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient railroad from San Angelo, Texas, to the
port of Tampico, Mexico, that the
work of constructing this part of the
system will commence about June 1.
The distance between San Angelo
and Tampico is about 800 miles. The
proposed route is by way of taredo,
Texas, and down the valley of the Rio
Grande for a distance of 225 miles to
Brownvllle, at which point the river
will be crossed Into Mexico, and the
route be thence down the gulf coast
to Tampico.

Albuquerque' g L orgeat Store

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

300-302-304-306-303-- 310

Summer Excursion Rates
TO THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco and return
Los Angeles or Redondo

$55.00
35.00

Santa Monica, Long Beach or
East San Pedro
35.00
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00

01

For further Information call

F. L.Myers,

at ticket office

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

See the new spring showing of Easter suits, at our store. The entire line
is now on display. Prices range from
$10

..Dates of Sale Every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday during month
of May, June, July, August and September.
Limits November 30, 1903.
Stopovers within limit of ticket south
and west of Barstow.

to $20.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

W. L. Douglas shoes first spring
shipment has arrived many new
styles In patent viol, vlcl kid, French
and box calf $3 and $3.50. SIMON
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

TIME TABLE

The North Pole Saloon
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Sole Agent for Lamp's Standard

In KOsot NavainlRr
190S.
ARRIVE! FROM THU NORTH

CHAS. U KEPPELER, Propria
213 8outh eecond

8trt,

No. 1, California Express.... 7:16p.m.
no. 1, iex. it cai. Express.. 10.06 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
LEAVE) GOING NORTIL
Dealer In
No. 8, Atlantic Express
:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
13:09 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10a.m. Proprietor of the 8ummer
Garde
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.m. All kinds of Country Produce BoagM

Q.

I Railroad Time Tables
Denver & Rio Grande System
SANTA" FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

(Effective Wednesday, April
East Bound

No. 426
9:00 aui l.v.
11:00 am
1:05 pm

1, 1903.)

West Bound
No. 426
pin
pm
1:05 pm
10:06 am

.Santa Fe...Ar 6:20
Espanola...
3:00

Embudo . . .
3:40 pmj. . .Tres Piedraa.
6:35 pm
Antonlto ...
8:60 pmj
Alamosa ...
3:06 ami
Pueblo ...
7:15 amAr... Denver ...Lv

7:35 am
6:10 am
1:37 am
9:30 pm

N. M.

Badaracco

Oeneral Herchandlse and
Liquors

....

and Sold.
ARRIVB FROM WEST.
8:05 a.m. Goods Delivered Free to all Parte ed
11:69 p.m.
the City.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVK UOINU WEST.
Corner of Third and Tljera
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m. Albuquerque
New Meade
No. 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m.
No. 7.Mex. A Cal. Exnresa. .10:46 n.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 3 from the west.
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
311 Soutn First Street.
and they arrive dally.
FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.
Local freight No. 99 going south,
carries passengers.
The oest or liquors served to aeF. k. MYERS. Agent
ro n a of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything braa
new, upstair for lodging purpose.

No. 2, Atlantic Express
No. 4, Chicago Limited

THE ARCADE

Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, SUverton
HOTEL CLAIRE...
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
SANTA FE, N. M
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creede and all points In the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED.
valley.
At Salida with main line
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(standard gauge) for all points east
BATHS AND
SANITARY
and west Including Leadvllle and narPLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
row gauge points between Salida and
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Grand Junction.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and VicAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
for all points east
Proprietor
and Owner.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
In standard gauge sleepers from AlaA.
mosa can have berths reserved on apFIRE INSURANCE
plication
B. W. ROBBINS. Gen. Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M. Secretary Mutual Building Association
S. K. HOOPER.
P. A, Denver, Colo. Office at J. C. BeMrtdge'i Lumber Yard

04Ke4OfKdKfOf

404e&4t4K4e)4ft4
E. WALKER

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.
tit
W.

The finest line of Liquor and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially lntlv
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch i

served every day.
STEVE BALLING.

Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQUORS

V

ClOAftg)

ur

We nandle everything im
Uu
Distiller Agent
Special distributor Taylor ft THTTIsasg
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

.

First 8L,

Albuquerque, N.

Il
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daughter, Carroll, the whistler and
soubrette. Is published In the New
York Journal, In which she Is descrlB-eas the daughter of an Illinois jurist.
The story goes on to say that she went
to Nebraska to be a "cow girl." and on
witnessing a theatrical performance
at Omaha, became stage struck and
succeeded in convincing a theatrical
manager that she could act. Carroll
made her debut long before she ever
saw Omaha, and her father was never
an Illinois Judge. She never punched
cows; but such is fame. Ixs Angeles
Times.
Judge MeComas and family. In the
early days of Albuquerque, were well
known throughout New Mexico. They
rf sided in this city before going to
southern California and taking up
their residence in Los Angeles.
d

President Roosevelt Will See a

Big

Section of the City.
EVERYBODY SHOULO DECORATE.

All residents and pURlncBS men
along the Roosevelt line of march
on May S are requested to decor- ate. The line Is as follows:
X
Start at Alvarado hotel, cor-ner of First street and Gold ave- - X
nue; west on Gold avenue to Sec-- X
ond street; north on Second X
3' street to Fruit avenue; west on X
?' Fruit avenue to Fourth street; X
X north of Fourth street to New X
S' York avenue; west on New York
X avenue to Sixth street; south on
Sixth street to Copper avenue;
3S west
on
Copper avenue to
X Twelfth street; north on Twelfth
X street to Tljflras avenue; east on
3S TljeraB avenue to Eighth ftreet;
X south on Eighth street to Rail-road avenue; east on Railroad
X avenue to Second street; south
X on Second street to Silver ave-- X
nue; west on Silver avenue to X
X Third street; south on Third
X street to Atlantic avenue; east
X on Atlantic avenue to Second X
X Btreet; north on Second street to X
X the viaduct; cross the viaduct to X
X Broadway; north on Broadway to X
X Gold avenue; east on Gold ave-- X
nue to Walter street; north on X
X Walter street to Carroll avenue; X
X west on Carroll avenue to Edith X
X street; south on Edith street to X
X Railroad avenue; west on Rail-- X
road avenue to Arno street; south X
X on Arno street to Coal avenue; X
X recross the viaduct to Second X
X street; north on Second street to X
X Gold avenue; west on Gold ave-- X
nue to Commercial club; north X
X on Fourth street to Railroad ave-- X
nue; east on Railroad avenue to
X the depot and disband.
X The arrangements now are for
X the president, en route on the pa-rade, to stop five minutes each at X
X the residence of Hon. B. S. Ro-- X
dey delegate to congress; at the
X Commercial club, and at the Cen-- X
tral school building In south X
X Third street. At the school he X
X will be asked to make a short X
X talk to the children there assem-- X
bled; at the other two stops there X
X
X will be handshaking.
X Simon Stern, who was selected X
X to get up the statehood tableaux, X
X which will take place at the north X
X gate of the Alvarado and directly X
X in front of the speaker's stand, X
X has about completed Mb drawings X
X and plans, and now he wants X
little girls, between 10 X
X forty-siX and 12 years old, to call at bla X
X store and leave their names,- - slg-- X
nlfylng their intention to help X
X him make this part of the Koose-- X
yelt reception a grand success. X
of the little ladies are X
X Forty-fivX to represent the states In the un-- X
Ion, and one little miss to solely X
X represent New Mexico, just out X
The little misses X
X of the fold.
X will all be dressed In white, and X
X not robed In red, white and. blue. X
X Mr. Stern would like the girls to X
X call at his store and leave their X
X names within the next two or X
X
X three days.
X
The street arch Is all ready, ex-- X
cept putting into position, and X
X that can be done on the morning X
X of May 5. It will be decorated X
X by an artist In that line, B. Frank X
X
X Fillmore.
X
A gentleman by the name of X
X Coltom, has been engaged, and X
X will do the street and stand dec X
X orations for the decoration com-- X
mlttee. He also ha? several prl-- j X
vale contracts for decoration. R. X
X W. Hopkins, of this committee, X
X says the flags, etc., have been re-- X
ceived and everything is about X
X ready, except the decorations, to X
X
X receive President Roosevelt.
S

the Gra"C.
is narrated by
John Oliver of Philadelphia as follows:
"I was In an awful condition. My skin
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tongue coated, pain continually In back
and sides, no appetite, growing weaker
day by day. Three physicians had
plveu me up. Then I was advised to
use Electric Bitters; to my great Joy,
the first bottle made a decided improvement. I continued their use for
three weeks, and am now a well man.
I know they robbed the grave of an
other victim." No one should fall to
try them. Only BO cents, guaranteed,
at all druggists.
o
POLICE COURT.
Robbed

A

;

i

startling Incident

Charles Fields, a colored cook, was
full of whiskey yesterday, and this
morning he raid a fine ;f $5.
Fdward Glenn also was loaded Sun
day and he had the choice of $5 or
five days.
R. Betty, an employe at the Red
barn, was charged with disturbing the
peace on Sunday by hitting a fellow
employe on the top knot. He pleaded
guilty and fished up $5 for the pleasure.
HerDino

cures

MONDAY

APRIL

greatly mourn his demise. He waa
near the 50 year mile stone and leaves
a wife and five children, who will be
left without a devoted and true hus
band and kind father.
His relatives In Colorado and his
mother In Blsbee, ArU., have been notified.
Mr. Monahan was a prominent contractor and for the past year has done
grading for the Santa Fe. He has also
carried out several large contracts for
the city and he made a good record
while he held the office of street commissioner. The city has lost a good
citizen.
I
The funeral will be held Wednesday
morning, commencing at 9:30 at his
late residence, and at 10 o'clock In the
Church of Immaculate Conception.
The pall bearers are: Messrs. John
b. Beaven, Thomas Keleher, Richard
Sweeney, William Truswell, James
Doyce and Charles Conroy.
A dispatch was received from Timo
thy Monahan, of Victor, Colo., stating
that he would arrive tomorrow evening, and the funeral will be held on
Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock.

BACK TO SCHOOL.

mm
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Louis W. Gallea was informed of the
mysteries of the Elks on Saturday
evening.
United States Gauger D. J. Rankin
left last night on an official trip to
Farmington.
A. C. Thomas, manager of the
copper mine near Magdalena,
is In the city.
Al Frost, cashier of the First Na
tional bank of Belen, visited in the
city over Sunday.
Dr. Edwin Clayton, mayor of Gallup.
!s here on a visit to his parents, Rev.
and Mrs. W. D. Clayton.
Ernest Meyers, of the Meyers-Abe- l
company, returned this morning from
a business trip to Arizona.
postmaster and
Simon Neuatadt,
merchant of Los Lunas, has been an
Albuquerque visitor the past couple of
days.
Clean up your back yards. Let's
have a clean city, in every particular,
for the short time the president will be
with us.
Mrs. W. J. Zirhut, who was back
east on a vis't to relatives and friends,
returned home last night. She had a
splendid vacation.
Joe Badaracco will soon begin the
erection of a business house, 25x180
feet In size, at the corner of Tijeras
avenue and Fourth street.
"Mrs. Fred Herman, of Williams.
Ariz., Is in the city visiting her uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Trimble.
She arrived Saturday night.
There win ne a meeting of the
members of G. K. Warren post, No. 5,
at office of J. W. Edwards tonight to
complete arrangements
toward the
part the Grand Army of the Republic
will take in the president's reception
here on May 5.
The W. R. C. will meet at Knights
of Pythias hall tomorrow afternoon at
2 o'clock prompt, on account of the
tea to be served at the close of the
Whit-corameeting.
Mrs. Temperance
Hard-scrabM- e

Runaway Navajo Boys Overtaken and
Returned to School.
The early part of last week twenty-eigh- t
Navajo lads, recent arrivals at
the Albuquerque government school,
took their departure from that institution and started on foot across country
i for
the scene of their native environ
ments. They succeeded admirably In
covering ground and were out a couple
of days before overtaken by officers
from the school and brought back.
It has been some weeks since Indian
Inspector Nessler. while vlsltina the
KflVAln rptprvatlnn
Inunircxt thla mnir.
boys
nlflcent body of copper-colorewith a desire for education. These
youths willingly enough accompanied
the Inspector and Dr. Wood, of the
local school, who was with him, here
to learn the ways of the paleface,
tiiey entered the school and were doing nicely, when three ugly ones, who
did not take well to sleeping between
snow white sheets and dining sitting
In a straight back chair, were sullen
and dissatisfied and niilctly worked
up this rebellious departure.
The
whole liody quietly left the school and
struck out for l.aguna. sixty miles distant. Laguna was made and It Is supposed that the Laguna Indians furnished them with food for another march.
It was with much difficulty and after
long and tedious trailing that they
were overtaken. They were returned
here on Friday.
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IT IS HARD ON THE ICE MAN.

A laska Hardwood White

Enameled Refrigerators

GOLD DUST

They

A

it

We cordially invite the
public to inspect our Ratan
windows while on the way
to the Bazaar this week.
vH

v

These goods are
and we want to
place some ofthem in every
home in Albuquerque

"Hey-ward- s"
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The Prices are Right
The Goods the Best

Strong
and Sons.

O.

VJm

GROSS. KELLY&CO.
(Incorporated)
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Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
VEGA8. N. M. AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

SPRING REQUISITES
MOTH BALLS AND GUM CAMPHOR FOR PUTTING AWAY WINTER GARMENTS.
MOTH
AND
DUST PROOF BAGS FOR THE SAME
PURPOSE. FRESH LOT OF BEST
INSECT POWDER, AMMONIA, BORAX, CHLORIDE OF LIME, COPPERAS, ETC., AT

WILLIAMS' FAMILY PHARMACY,
117 West Railroad Avenue.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lum ber.

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in 8tock,
Morel Looks BeatI Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Llmer
Most Economical I Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, ttc.
Flrat Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

in

ADVERTISE

THE

CITIZEN

DAILY

ESTABLISHED 1878

OLD RELIABLE"

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provision!,
Car lati a apaclalty.

th Large!
Carrt
and neat Extaaaiva
Stock at

Staple QroceHef
found aeutawaat.

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAG0N5.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

...Styles
-

Up-to-Dat- e...

COME, DON'T BE LATE
We can show you a nice new and complete stock of allkinds of
Carriages, Buggies, Road Wagons, Phaetons and Standhopes, ect.
BAIN and OLD HICKORY Farm Wagons, Harness andSaddles.

no more than the common or old
m h m m o
boxes.

WHITNEY CO

U:M

INSPECTION

a healthy

stomach. When the breath la bad the
stomach is out of order. There Is no
remedy in the world equal to Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure lor curing indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach disorders.
Mrs. Mary S. Crick, of White Plains,
Ky., writes: "I have been a dyspeptic
for years tried all kinds of remedies
but continued to grow worse. By the
For liver troubles and constipation
use of Kodol I began to Improve at
There's nothing better in creation
once, and after taking a few bottles am
Than Little Eariy Risers, the famous fully restored in weight, health and
little pills
strength and can eat whatever I like.
They always effect a cure and save Kodol digests
what you eat and makes
doctor bills.
the stomach sweet. B. H. Briggs &
Little Early Risers are different Co.; S. Vann & Son.
from all other pills. They do not weak
en the system, but act as a tonic to the
Call at Court House.
tissues by arousing the secretions and
A penalty of 25 per cent will be addrestoring the liver to the full perform ed to all property returns not made
ance of lta functions uaturally. B. H. fore May 1.
GEORGE F. ALBriggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
BRIGHT, Assessor.
A REAL COUNT.
Buy at Headquarters.
Come to us for your spring suit. BigHe la From Italy and is Making a Trip
gest and best stock; lowest prices.
Around the World.
SIMON STERN.
Count Louis Prlmoli, a wealthy ItalThe Railroad Avenue Clothier.
ian from Rome, came in on the train
o
from the south this morning and Is at
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts,
tile Alvarado, where he will remain all the new color combinations and
until tomorrow, when he will continue white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.60. SIuis Journey.
MON STERN, the Railroad avenue
The count is a middle-ageman and clothier.
o
has been in this country about six
months, studying the customs and Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cal.
We will have on sale to Coronado
manners of the people of the greatest
nation on earth. He says he is well Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurspleased with his sojourn, and when he day and Saturday during May, June,
was visited this afternoon by a Citizen July, August and September, 1902;
representative he was sitting on the round trip tickets at rate of $35, limitporch at the Alvarado watching the ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers In
dust fly up the streets. He Is on a trip either direction west of Barstow, Cal.
around the world and Is a kodak fiend For further information call on ticket
and has taken a car load of pictures agent Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe.
since be has been in this country. The F. L. Myers, agent.
o
count was greatly disappointed in not
finding more Indians around here, so
Men's canvas Oxfords, $1.15; Men's
he could takefheir pictures; he canvas shoes, $1.15 and $1.60. They
thought the Alvarado was a fine fire neat, cool, comfortable and econo
hotel and said it looked Spanish, too. mic. Examine them at C. May'a PopHe will visit the Grand Canyon and ular Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Rail
other points of Interest In Arizona, road avenue.
after which he will visit Los Angeles. Trabajo en los Campos de Betabel, en
After doing California he will sail from
Rocky Ford, Colorado.
San Francisco for Japan. It is hardly
Se necesitan:
Un gran numerd de
necessary to add that the count 1b a
hombres, mujeres y nlflos para desbl- bang up musician and this afternoon jar,
desllerbar, escardar y cosechar
he made the piano talk in the hotel Letabel de azucar
en Rocky Ford,
lobby, so that every one stopped to
Colorado, y su veclndarlo. Famlllas
listen and Inquire who the noted mu- enteras, especlalmente hallaran tra
sician was. The count is not partial bajo remunerative.
to newspaper men, for he said, the
Todai las estac!6nes donde se re- New York reporters bothered him to quiore este trabajo estan
sltuadas en
death.
el ferrocarril Atchison, Topeka y Santa F6 cntre Fowler, La Junta y Holly,
Chronic Bronchitis Cured.
Colorado.
"For ten years 1 had chronic bron
El trabajo en los campos del betachitis so bad that at times I could not bel dura desde
el dia primero de Mayo
speak above a whisper," writes Joseph hasta
fin de Julio, de hay se gtgue
el
Coffman, of Montmorencl, Ind. "I
la oportunldad de eer empleado en la
tried all remedies available, but with
jorta de sacate y en las siembras de
iio success. Vortunately my employer
si.ndla y de tneloneg.
suggested that I try Foley's Honey and
Tlempo de cosecha para el betabel
Tar. Its effect was almost miraculous, de azucar desde mediados de Setiem-br- e
and I am now cured of the disease. On
ha3ta fines de Novlembre.
my recommendation many people have
Los Scmbradores generalments paused Foley's Honey and Tar, and al- gan & 15 centavos por hora, pero el
ways with satisfaction."
Alvarado trabajo generalmente Be
da por
Pharmacy.
per el acre tan pronto como el
trabajador entlende bien el negoclo.
JERRY MONAHAN.
Los que son buenos trabajadores stem-pr- e
prefieren hacer sus contratos por
Died from Pneumonia Last Saturday
el acre por que ast ganan much mas
Evening.
Another old tinier of Albuquerque dinero.
Se necesitan tamblen personaa re- has passed to his reward in the Great
sponsables para que slrvan de mayorBeyond.
Early Saturday evening Jerry Mona-ha- domos a hagan arreglos para campos
suddenly died of pneumonia at his de cocina, por que los sembradores no
home on South First street. He had pueden dar la comida & tan grande
only been 111 a short time and his re- cantidad de gente.
covery was looked for.
Para mis lnformacl6n dirljanse & la
The deceased was greatly respected
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR CO.,
by a large circle of friends who will
Rocky Ford. Colorado.

Fever and ague. A dose will usually
stop a chill, a continuance always
cures. Mrs. Wm. M. Stroud, Midlothian, Texas, May 31, lo99, writes:
secretary.
"We have used Herblne in our family
Mrs. M. A. Bigelow, whose fortune it
for eight years, and found it the best
medicine we have ever used, for la was to secure the horse and saddle
grippe, bilious fever, and malaria." 60c and bridle at the bazaar Saturday
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe. night, wishes to thank her friends,
those who spent their money so freely
TIGERS VICTORIOUS.
in her support, for their kindness.
Mrs. Mattie Van Volkenburgh, of
The Picked Nine of Playera Badly DeLas Placltas, has just completed a life
feated.
The Old Town Tigers and a picked size bust portrait in oil of C. E. Burg,
team of locals crossed bats in the face the work proving the lady to be an
of a severe sand storm at the fair artist. The portrait has been sent by
Burg to his parents at Washinggrounds yesterday afternoon.
The Mr.
score was 19 to 3 in favor of the Tig- ton, D. C.
C. B. Ward, the owner of many Aners .
goats ranging in the Mogollon
gora
The weather in the early part of country,
arrived In Albuquerque yesthe game was extremely bad and the
couple days
fans turned out sparingly. Beginning terday and is spendingis aen route east
with the third Inning the wind died at the Alvarado. He thousand pounds
down and those who faced the storm to dispose of several
of Mohair.
were glad they were there.
Charles Hubbell .accompanied his
The band played Intermittently and
brother, Hon. F. A. Hubbell. to the letfrequently.
Saturday night.
It was a game of the locals chasing ter's sheep ranch lastin
located
the Magdalena
is
ranch
The
the ball. Most every Tiger chawed It range
both gentlemountains,
and
of
and that hard. They were there with
city for
the willow, bit the ball hard and seem- men will be absent from the
a month or six weeks.
ed fond of sprinting.
I. N. Wheatley, foreman for B. I.n- Ramus was In the box for the Tigers
try
Sons, railroad contractors, arrived
and did good work. Very few locals
says
got to the first bag and many failed to last evening from the weBt. He
mat the work being done on the Rio
make any connection at all.
will be
Otero was on the rubber for the lo- Puerco bridge by Lantry Sons
two
or
up
day
and
that
in
a
finished
cals and was hit fairly hard. But no
west
matter where the ball was hit no lo- the outfits there will be moved
contemcal was able to gather it in. There of Gallup, where the Santa Fe
improvements.
making
plates
some
high
were
throws and low throws, and
errors galore.
Diphtheria, Bore throat, croup. InThere will be a matched game with stant relief, permanent cure.
Dr.
something at stake at the fair grounds Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil. At any drug
next Sunday afternoon between the store.
best local teams. The band will play.
A kissing bee took place on the east
"Now good digestion waits on appe- side of the Alvarado hotel, under one
tite, and health pq both," U It doesq't, of the archways, last Saturday night.
try Burdock Blood Bitters.
Just as No. 1 passenger train rolled in.
o
young man and
and the flaxen-haireSTREET CAR RACKET.
beauty
his lirunette,
Disgraceful Exhibition 6f Toughism were not at aii backward In their emon Sunday Afternoon.
braces and the kisses they planted
was fast and furious while It last- upon each other's lips.
XXXXXSSXXXSXSXXXX X ed,Itbut
fortunately neither of the comDanger of Colds and Grip.
batants were seriously Injured.
Talented MeComas Girla.
The greatest danger from colds and
A city bound street car loaded with
daughMeComas,
Miss Alice Beach
base ball fans who had attended the grip is their resulting in pneumonia.
ter of the veteran prosecutor. Deputy game
fair grounds and a num- If reasonable care Is used, however.
District Attorney C. C. MeComas, has ber of at theusual
Cough Remedy
old town Sunday vis- and Chamberlain's
the
contributed an Interesting illustrated
taken, all danger will be avoided.
near
quickly
emptied
was
itors
ColoCanyon
of
on
Grand
the
article
Among tho tens of thousands who have
rado to Outdoor Life for April. MIbs Twelfth street last evening in conse used this remedy for these diseases we
quence
cona
between
of
tussle
the
MeComas la a pianist by profession,
yet to learn of a single case rebeing well known on the vaudeville ductor and an indignant passenger. As have
which shows
atae-and she wrltpa fta well as nhe in most every case where there is sulting In pneumonia,
conclusively that It is a certain pre
playa.
The latest ridiculous story I trouble all participating are more or
less at fault. It appeared to the pas ventative of that dangerous disease.
sengers that the conductor had indulg It will cure a cold or an attack of the
ed a little too freely In "watered" grip in less time than any other treat
"Let the GOLD Dl'ST twins do your work."
ment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
stock.
He had taken up the fares, but for For sale by all druggists.
some unknown reason had passed the
"Kansas City Kid" without collecting
After a while the conductor noticed
the boy having some tickets in his
hand. The boy did not immediately
pay up and the "con" attempted force.
A struggle ensued and finally they
came to blows. The passengers decamped like the car was on fire. The
kid, who boasts of pugilistic science,
knocked his aggressor through a car
window aud then broke away. Some
passengers interfered and the kid got
A chase
a good start.
around the
block followed, the kid In the lead,
Hard water is instantly softened by the "con" second and a straggling
crowd of greatly amused passengers
cost
car load just received.
bringing up the rear. The kid was findeported to old town
xh s
h style ice
h h
Excellent for washing dishes and ally captured and
where a friend furnished bond
brightening silver and glass ware. justice,
for his appearance this morning. It
There is nothing that equals GOLD was fixed up out of court to the satisDUST for making all housework faction of all concerned. The kid's
easy. It is the quickest, best and name Is Harry Altschulvr, the young
most economical cleanser known.
man who recently went Bnlpe hunting
WHOLESALE
4)
Made oily by
in this city.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
15-- 1
17 Houtli First Street
H. B. Holman and RicbardKenrlck,
Bo toe.
Bern talk.
St. Imu.
of Las Vegas, spent Sunday here.
aUkart at FAUIT SOAP.
5

7 11)03

HARDWARE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Our Prices are extremely low.

Let us prove this to youj

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.

Albuquerque, New;MexIco

IHfc ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITlZKN MONDAY APRIL 27 1103
countries of the world in 1900 for mov.
in one ton of freight a distance of
100 miles:
$2.36
England
2.10
France
1.90
Austria
1.84
Germany
1.70
Russia
:
.73
United States
This remarkable difference In ton
mile cost In the United States as compared with that of other countries was
accomplished In the face of the fact
that almost everything used In the operation of a railroad In this country Is
more expensive than In any other
country In the world. ljbor here
costs more than twice as much as In
Russia.

TWINING WILL ENJOY BOOM.

Fraier Mountain Mining Company's

JUST RIGH-TGroceries yoo buy here are just
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Smelter Will Open In Two
Weeks.
William Fraier, manager of the
Fraser Mountain Mining company,
near Twining, Taos county, returned
to that place after transacting business In Santa Fe for a few days. While
at the capital he met O. W. Alexander,
of Cerrlllos, whom he employed to run
the company's smelter at Twining.
Mr. Alexander returned to Cerrlllos,
but will go to Twining In a few days.
Mr. Fraser states that his company Is
now treating seventy-fivtons of ore
a day at the concentrator and that It
contains about 60 per cent In copper
and runs well up In gold. The smelter
which the company built last summer
will be put Into operation In about two
weeks when It Is expected to treat 220
tons of ore a day.
Twining gives promise of a boom
during the present summer.
The San Cristoval Copper company
of that place Is making preparations
to build a cyanide mill and the Mamie
Garoo Mining company will put In a
stamp mill this season. Two other
companies composed of New York capitalists are working their properties
there and one of these will also build a
mill this summer. These properties are
all situated within a radius of six
miles.

right

se

.'Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. I71AL0Y,

e

214 W. Railroad Ave

OSX)eXOeX)eX)eX)eKteX)eX3SKJeX3eX

THE LARGEST 8TOCK
In the west of carpets, mattings, rugs,
art squares, etc., we don't claim ,to

have; but we do claim we have carpets made by the most reputable mills
In the country, and that when we say
they are wool we guarantee same to
be as represented, and what we don't
hare In stock we have a fine line of
samples to order from. Give us a trial
and we will try to please you.

West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenue

life-givin- g

P.

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

PutJUp In Roll Complete With Fixture lor Laying. Dure-bllltGuaranteed Write tor Booklet an. Sample

J.

Cm

BALDRlDGE,

v

Albuquerque, New Mexico

245 and 300

Rich Copper Property of Red River to
Be Vigorously Worked.
The law suit which has ben pend-

ing involving the title to the Copper
King mine at Red River has been decided.
The title to the property Is now perfect and the company which owns It
will immediately put in machinery
and within a very short time fully 100
men will be employed In the mine and
mills.
The property was at one time owned
and worked by the Waterbury company of New York. It Is rich In copper and Intelligently worked will be a
great producer. The settling of the
lawsuit which has tied the mine up
and the vigorous manner In which it
will henceforth be worked mean much
for the Red River and Elizabethtown
mining districts.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
Alvarado Pharmacy.

respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meal Market
and sail Heals

SILVER
TRU8G.

d

RUPPE,
Mutual

COOL.

Eat? to Wear.
No pressure oo

Retains
Severest
Hernia
I1U Comfort,

Telephone

I

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. ft.

No. 303

I

V Hips or Back. I
Mo under.tr.pt.
J Never moves, j

uST.

ELMO

SAKPIE AND CLUB ROOM.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

120 W.

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and O rain.
Imported French and Italian
doodi.

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

AND

LIO00RS.

Free Delivery to all

Sole agents for San Antonio Lime.

Parte of the City.
North Third Street

Old Phone 247

ef Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron Work to Order
Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

April 29, ,03

- CROCKERY

r

LOST.
Tills morning, an oxidized sil- IRON
ver pocketbook, between 413 South
Droadway and Railroad avenue. A
reasonable reward will be paid for
Its return. Leave at The Citizen

"Every Scene Carried Complete,
Including a Den of Live Wolves."
Reserved Your Seats at Mataon'a

miMMaiaiatMatfititviaiaiAtautataiaiatataiaiai

Address, postofflce box 383,
querque, N. M.

CTSTffrr&e-ST-

B

&

CO.,

PRESCRIPTION.DRUGCISTS'
BTS

Z

1 5i

tl

are

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXH O.

U S DEPOSITORY
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To
the
Depository for
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profit
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice presi-

dent; Frank M.Kee, cashier;

McMillan.

HINTS FOR MAY
d.

COMFORT

z

dt

rlninir, don a suit of my metlium-weijfriRST-O- n
wool or balbiifrjran underwear; 50o to $.1.00
er garment for our reliable kitidn.

Albu-

POKT

r

MAYAKD. N. M . APRIL Mh. ll03.
proiXHwIs in Irlplicntr lor iumin-in-

SECOND Take a netfliiree shirt, with delicate
figures or stripes, or plain white with small pleats;
60c to 3.50.
THIRD AHA socks, cuffs, collars, neckwear,
handkerchiefs, etc., from my attractive mock.
sack suit of
rOURTHOel Into a Hiiiw-weinlblue or black sere, cheviot or homespun fabric;
striped outing effect or quiet overpaid; such as cost
here from 10 to $12, with satisfaction guaranteed.
FIFTH Yon must have a spring overcoat, even
if you wear it on your arm at times; here they are at
from W to18; short, medium or long styles.
8IXTH-V- ut
on one of our swell derby or soft
ham; $2.50, S3 or $5,
Now you're fixed and ought to feel good all this
season. Agent for Sweet-O- i r overalls aud pants, and
Nelson's 13.50 Shoes.
it

Slfd

llii.pl-la- l
material and conntructitiu ptliceiV
will be reand addition to lioapital her 1M08.
.
, April smli.
ceived mill a P. ,,nM um.I.rution.
I'. 8. reaervea
the nil ht to acceit or reiei t any or all propinala
or any part tnereol.
should be indoied "Prutiwala lor
Hospital and addition to iurapital,
11. M. POWKLL., Or Mr.
Inlor-,,....-

H O'RIELLY

OLD.'rHONC.I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

H. F. Raynolds,

PROPOSALS.

TE,S

SEE
,

Oold Avenue

CO.,

tent

LOANS.

FOR THE BLOOD

n

Borradaile &

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
without board; also furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 124
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellboefer.
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roowith bath; good barn and chicken
house. Inquire of O. DInsdale, Rico
Cafe.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
at 113V4 North Third street.

SPRING MEDICINE

J.

V

ht

Davy
Crockett

THE FRESHEST LINE Of ROOTS, HERBS AND

MATTRESSES-AII.Kind-

EASY PAYMENTS

Between Highland Hotel and
First street, on Railroad avenue, a
steel purse, leather back. Finder
will please return to this office and
receive suitable reward. Mamie V.
Howell.

10x14

COTS

ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COH FORTS,
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS

office.

o

Suported by his excellent
company In the
IDYL OF THE BACKWOODS

or Steel

BEDS-Wo- od

LOST

with fly
3 set Mocks and rope "4 Inch,
and 14 Inches; Jack, bars and chain.
Inquire between 5:30 and 6 p. m. at
314 South Sceond street, next to
alley.
FOR SALE OR RENT Furnished
house, 6 rooms; lots of shade and
fruit trees; chicken yards, etc;
pretty location. F. O. Allln, M. D.,
corner Fourteenth street and Cos-tillavenue, city.

MR. EDW. REDMOND

Rates in America Compared
With Other Countries,
It Is worthy of note that the torf mile
cost of operation In the United States
is now lower than any other country.
The following table shows the average
amount paid by shippers In the various

S

Sit

CLASSIFIED ADS.

FOR SALE.

Freight

1
8

Chlldrens' brash and fancy Btraw
sailor hats, something new In design
and pattern, 60 cents and 75 cents.
SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
clothier.

FOR" SALE

CHEAP.

AnES, Proprietor.

Beaief in Stoves, Tin and Cranite Ware
STREET

You Need an Electric Fan.
The season begins on the first of
May. Order now, so that your fan will
be In when you want to use It. Elec
trie Light & Power company.

WANTED.
WANTED Young men to prepare for
government positions. Fine openings in all departments. Good salar
ies. Rapid promotions.
Examina
tions soon. Particulars free. Inter
State Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
WANTED Good cook. Apply to Euro
pean hotel, Galup, N. M.
WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
tools. Send address and will call. R.
Sweeny, 515 South First street

Wednesday,

o

'

115 SECOND

FURNITURE

LOST

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in time
affords security from all kidney and
bladder diseases. Alvarado Pharmacy.

ALBUQUERQUE
...
SHEET AND METAL WORKS
O.

All Klnde

ami

eei-ve-

LOS ANGELES

COLOMBO HALL

Benfy Secured $60 Rebate on
Her Special Train.
Miss Ida Benfy, who hired the Santa
Fe special train to take her from Emporia to Eureka in time to fill her engagement there, states that the Santa
Fe refunded $50 of the $75 that the
special cost her. Miss Benfy, who Is a
reader, filled an engagement one night
at Topeka and on the following night
she had an engagement at Eureka.
The Topeka agent told her that the
train which leaves Topeka would certainly connect with the Howard train
at Emporia, so she waited for It. The
train was two hours late and when
Benfy arrived the Howard
Miss
branch had left. She waited until 7
o'clock and then hired the special for
$75. hi Topeka, Miss Benfy complained to the Santa Fe and asked the
company to refund $50 of the money
she had paid for the train and the
company gave her the cash Immediately.
Miss

4

T.

I

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

La Fiesta
Flores
de

ml

COMPARATIVELY

Toti & Gradi

su-

ZEIGER CAFE

Note All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
In order to lnsnre proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this or
Oce not later than S o'clock p. m.

GOT HER MONEY BACK.

N. THIRD BTBHVi

PRESCRIPTIONS
LIGHT.

which are not alone beautilul, but posses quality much

25-ce-

& Co.

B.

Here Is An Assortment ot
Lace Curtains.

25-ce-

Report Concerning
Unsubstantiated
Torpedo Mines.
Rumors reached this city last night
of a rich strike In the Torpedo mines
at Las Cruces which was made a few
days ago.
P. B. Llewellyn, of Las Cruces, was
caught by telephone, but he said that
he had heard of nothing phenomenal
In the way of a strike. He said that
If It had been made, the fact was not
0
generally known In Las Cruces.
KILLED UNDER THE CARS.
He said that Manager George
had lately began moving the Tramp Meets a Horrible Fate at Raton Depot.
Old dump and shipping it to El Paso.
A man giving his name as John Har-leSome rich finds might have been
was fatally injured at the Santa
made in that way, but he could not
Fe depot last Saturday evening at 9
tell. El Paso News.
o'clock while attempting to steal a
Cautionl
ride on the rods under a passenger
This Is not a gentle word but when coach. The wheels of the car passed
you think how liable you are not to over both legs, cutting off his feet at
purchase the only remedy universally the ankle, and bis right hand was
known and a remedy that has had the crushed off at the wrist. The accl- largest sale of any medicine In the
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
and lung troubles without losing Its
'
great popularity all these years, you
your
atten
we
called
will h thankful
In honor or tho via It ot
tion to Boschee's German Syrup. There
Rraaldant Rooaovalt
are so many ordinary cougn remedies
made by druggists and others that are
rhpnn and eood for light colds perhaps,
MAY B, 7, 8 and 9.
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
night a ot Mloctrl-eFourRaradaa.
A magniand especially for consumption,
moving tranalor-matlo- n
ficent
expectoration
is
aeana.
difficult
Grand
where there
II oral pmrado. Ohlnaao
and couching during the nlgtus and
pageant.
mornings, there Is nothing like German
Excursion Rate on
size has just been
Syrup. The
all Railroad.
75
Regular
size,
year.
this
Introduced
cents. At all druggists. J. H. ORlelly

EMIL KLEINWORT,

AMERICAN

your rooms at great expense is
easy, but to do it at a small cost
is generally difficult.
We are
offering this season something
that will delight you and all that
see it.

.

25-ce-

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

MASONIC BUILDING.

To Beautify
eBBanBBSBVHnnBeaiBBHmHHHBnMsHMw''

Wanted.
perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.
We would like to ask, through the
columns of your paper, If there Is any
person who has used Green's August
MOSSH INGHAM CURTAINS fro.n.rtOr per pair and up.
Flower for the cure of indigestion,
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
MUSLIN CURTAIFS from
75c per pair and up.
not been cured and we also mean
150BBINCK
. . .$1 75 per pair and up.
CURTAINS
from.
their results, such as sour stomach,
formentatlon of food, habitual
nervous dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleepless- OeX5SXDSX)OSOeXDeXbsSX5S
ness In fact, any trouble connected
with the stomach or liverT This medicine has been sold for many years In
all civilized countries, and we wish to
correspond with you and send you one
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?
of our books free of cost. If you never
bot
tried August Flower, try a
tle first. We have never known of Its
failing. If so, something more serious
Is the matter with you. The
size has just been Introduced this year.
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED e DOMESTIC WlNitS m. COGNAC.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
O. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
The Coolest and Highest Grade ef Lager
ORlelly & Co.
and Best Imported and Domestic Clgara
Finest
o
Call at Court House.
A penalty of 25 per cent will be added to all property returns not made be
fore May 1. GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.
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The above numbers draw the clock and ring,

lUJaynard,

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Goods.

of Drs. Shuler & Hart, where he died
the next morning at 4 o'clock. He
was about 36 years of age and the
only articles found in his pockets
were a pocket knife and a nickle.
C. J. Burnam took
Undertaker
charge of the body which was burled
Sunday at the county's expense. Raton Range.

THE COPPER KING.

s

Fitt-geral-

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

dent

place, who waa expected to die, had
his life saved by Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. He writes:
"I endured Insufferable agonies from
asthma, but your New Discovery gave
me Immediate relief and soon thereafter effected a complete cure." Similar cures of consumption, pneumonia,
bronchitis and grip are numerous.
It's the peerless remedy for all throat
an! lung troubles. Price, 60c and fl.
fuaranteed by all druggists. Trial
bottles free.

o
RUMOR OF RICH 8TRIKE.

NEEDS NO PAINTING.

Pianos,
Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM 10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
WKuout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms S and 4 Grant Bulging,
306 West Railroad Avenue.

Lees-vllle-

The pleasant to take and harmless
One Minute Cough Cure gives Immediate relief In all cases of cough,
croup and lagrlppe because It does not
pass Immediately Into the stomach,
but takes effect right at the seat of
the trouble. It draws out the Inflammation, heals and soothes and cures
permanently by enabling the lungs to
and life-sucontribute pure
taining oxygen to the blood and tissues. B. H. Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann
& Sou.

Cor. Second

Albert Falber.. I

LOAN
HONEY TOorgans,

On Furniture,

happened
just as passenger
train No. 2 began to move away from
the depot. The screams of the unfortunate man attracted Immediate atA Great Sensation.
, tention
and the train was promptly
There was a big sensation In
Ind., when W. H. Brown of that stopped. He was taken to the office

Good for elilidren.

Futrelle Furniture Co.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
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One Minute Cough Cure
For Coughs, Colds and Croup

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

V

THE
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8ANTA FE.

Automatic 'Phone No. $16.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone
Bell Telephone No. uj.

Prom the New Mexican.
Mrs J. D. Sena left via Tret Piedras
for Taos where she will visit relatives
until the close of the April term of the
Second Judicial district court for Rio
Arriba county, Mr. Sena being away
from home as an official of the court.
C. V. Stafford, traveling auditor of
the territory, Is on an official visit to
counties of New
the northwestern
Mexico. He will endeavor to return to
Fanta Fe In time to be present here
during the visit of President Roosevelt
to this city on May 6 next.
Word received from Ireneo L. Chaves, clerk of the court of private land
claims, who went to Denver two weeks
ago to receive treatment for an affliction of the ear, Indicates he will remain In that city two weeks longer on
the advice of his physician.
Dr. Spurney and wife, of Cleveland,
Ohio, left for their home on Thursday,
after spending a month in this city.
Dr. Spurney spent a few weeks In Santa Fe In the spring of 1902, and was so
much benefitted In health by the climate that he returned again this year,
anl states that it is his Intention to
do so every spring.
Mr. and Mrs. E .A. Flske pleasantly
entertained a few friends the other
evening. The evening's diversion consisted of a series of selections on Mr.
an Mrs. Flske's graphaphone. Those
present were Messrs. and Mesdames
W. S. Hopewell, John R. McFle, Geo.
V. Knaebel, N. D. Laughlln, A. M. Ber- Mrs. Aniado Chaves, Miss Nina
Otero and George A. Fleming.
.Mrs. L. Bradford
Priice arrived
from the Prince ranch In Rio Arriba
county, where she has been for the
past few days. Governor Prince, who
has been in the east for the last
month, will stop on his way home
from New York City at St. Louis,
where he will attend the dedication of
the Louisiana Purchase exposition
site. Governor Prince is one of the
commissioners who went to Washing
ton and aided to secure the appropriation for the exposition. The site will
be dedicated April 30.

?
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& Rio

Grande System

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- -

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL CLUB

BUILDIN'l.

Trees! Trees! Trees!
DO Vr U WANT

Tl'FFS?

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,

Shrub-

bery

Plants.

and

Thoroughly

o
o
o

Strawberry

Acclamated-Nic- e

Citizen

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.. ..
The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through 8alt Lake City en route to Pacifls Coast.
Through Sleeping Cars between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood 8prlngs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

Job

J. A. EDbON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Oen. Traffic Man.
rtnnvpr
Denver Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

Office

Clean Stock
--

THE.
The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to

..Santa Fe Nursery..

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.

GRANT RIVENBURG. Proprietor

Funeral services were conducted this
afternoon by Rev. Itenlson, of Albuquerque, at Epiphany church In the
presence of a large concourse of sorrowing relatives and friends, and all
that was mortal of Mrs. Sperling was
laid to rest In Socorro cemetery.
Mrs. Sperling's maiden name was
Carrie Elizabeth Donberg. She was
born in Cleveland, Ohio, thirty-ninyears ago. She was married sixteen
yeara ago to the husband who now
mourns her loss. Five children were
born of the union, the youngest being
now 6 years of age. Such are a few
of the facts of the life of one who endeared herself In a remarkable degree
to all who knew her. Socorro

Mail
IN CONNECTION WITH THE

If you want to
Advertise
nnywhere

L

in

newspnpers
u
anvtuv.e

call nn or w ite
C. Dake's Advertising Ageacy
Mt'tvhiuit

San Francisco

Kxi hanjrn

-

Cal.

TRY MISSOURI'S BEST
COMPANY,

Distributers,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates, and will not constipate like
Harry and Louis Shupp. Feliciano nearly all other cough medicines. Re
Mares, Henry Sena, Ramon Sanchez, fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
J. M. Iarrazolo, Cristobal Betran,
Frank C. Gonzales, Miguel Galiendre,
Eloy Baca and William H. Booth. This
OHcIhkI d Only
same team was In existence last year W'fYm v
AFE. Always raltahla I.strtit. ask lrulrt
M ItUMI CitV n f.nuuNH
for
and won all the games in which it
iu tl',l Mi4 tiold suUllle boiM, emit
participated.
with Mu rkbbgn. Tmk mm titer. Rrfti
ftuticiroa KubMltatioaa mn4 Isaltsv
Mary and Ruth Wright, aged 13 and
tltiMa. Hut of joor UruRKist, mr snl 4.
for Particular, TettaaiaU
tump
11 respectively, daughters of Mr. and
had " Itcllef far l.mMtm," in teller, bj
turn Mull. I.01M Ic.ilwoDlalt, Holda- by
Mrs. Paul Wright, who are staying at
4 hie hntfr
DriiMiau.
hHelMl "14111., PA
the Montezuma, were the victims of a HmUoo thti prr. MmUmm
painful accident as the result of a
childish frolic. They had been vlHiting W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
their little friend. Ruby Moore, at La
Pension, and while waiting for a car Second street, Detween KaJlroad am
copper --venue
to return home the children ran across
the street to the rear of the Center
Hortee and Moles bougnt and exchana
Block
pharmacy.
Mary
dashed
a. urery, sale. Feed and
through an open door, slamming It
Transfer Stables
shut, and Ruth, unable to stop, crashed
through the heavy glass. Both receivErr TURNOUTS IN THE CIT
ed painful, though not seriouB Injuries,
which were attended by Dr. Hlntim, of
W. L. TRIMBLB et CO,
tne Montezuma.
Albonuerque. N If.
Crip Kemedles In Great Demand.
When colds and grip are prevalent
the quickest and surest remedies are In
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams,
of McDuff, Va.. says that he waa cured
of a very deep and lasting attack of la
grippe by using Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy after trying several other pre
parations with no effect. For sale by
all druggists.

dARDENi
raROOF
cw Ttir.
SOUTH-WES- T

LOCATES
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rat SACRAMDITO MOUKTAI!
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TUB PREMB) JWOE
THB GREAT SOUTHWEST
DIRECT BY TH
TRAINS

CLOUDCROFT,

JtCJORT OP

BBA.CIUD

H
UTCRATURe, ETC. CALL ON
COUPON TICKET AceNT W

AODilsa

MWRUtlHI

JVSTtM.

lVPAAO. TEXAS.

There's no Better Service
Thso that via the

Paso last Friday, underwent a severe
operation for cancer Monday, and expired Wednesuay evening, April 22, at
6:15 o'clock.
The remains were
brought to Socorro yesterday morning.
OEVOE'S

READY

TUESDAY,

TWO COAT8.

Santa

1

m

IF YOU WANT

s

F. Keleher

X
X

17th St.

TO
TO
TO
TO

Dr. King's

New Discovery

X

TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING,

SELL ANYTHING,
RENT ANYTHING,
LOAN ANYTHING,
TRADE ANYTHING,

V

X
X
X
X
X
If you want anything on earth, X
X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
will be sure to get
X

It

X

XKXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X

TRY IT! TRY IT!

a

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS

TWICE EVERY WEEK
Oreat Republican
TTha
I AllfC The
1 11W
Paper
of America
LfUUlo

Type Faces
for cards, circulars,

letter heads, enve
lopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

We

THE OLOBE PRINTINQ CO.. St. Louis Mo.

Will Not

A badge

of the
Burlington.

do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen

"For years and years a Burllngtor badge or a Burlington uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City Newa.
n,

does.

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAIL8 ALL THE WAY.

iBullnp

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN Jis
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
6.

W. VALLERY, General

A

rent

a

'

DENVER.

s

A Perfect

Cure :

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

Money back if it faili. Trial Bottles free.

FRENCH TANSY WAFER$.
Ladles can depend upon securli
permanent relief from irregular
painful periods by using these wafer
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur
chasing only from our agent
fans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
(or Bernalillo count?

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
Auuough not enerally known summer Is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mariana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig a lovely.
Detween the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella."

Is prepared tc furnish you with thr best of accommodations
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. ft P. A., Mexico

W.Q. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.

Book
Binding
'magazines,
pamphlets, c a t a
logues, etc., bound
in, anystyle lowest
rates. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Books,

We
Never

fhe Mexican Central
to t'S

C. R. HUD80N,
O. F. ft P. AMexlco.

K

The Latest

ACJfcNT

Nothing has ever equalled it.
Nothing can ever surpass it.

jr

Tlios-

OtNERAL WESTERN

HOC.

BOY,
GIRL,
MAN,
WOMAN,

P.-N.-

G. W. MARTIN

F"e

DENVER. COLO.

A
A
A
A

Call on Agent for full Information
A, E.
8ystem, El Paso, Texas.

Leaving Kansas City at 6:30 P. M
laily, will take you to SpringfleM, Mem
phis, Birmingham, Atlanta, Jacksonvilb
ind all points in the Southeast.
For detailed information apply to

r. M.

Mem-

and Southwest.

fiie Southeastern Limited

For Kmcurnloit
Agent
Rufm

Feet

From the Record.
The work of cleaning up the city is
progressing nicely and the Woman's
Federation is very enthusiastic over
the results so far achieved. Howevei,
they feel that there is yet a great deal
to do, so they urge the people to take
toe work in hand and see to it that
all vacant lots, yards and alleys are
thoroughly cleaned, and the refuse
Hi
o
t
, - '
piled in a convenient spot for loading.
The handsome crazy quilt which was
rattled at the ball given by Willow
Grove, No. 6. Woodmen's Circle, Tuesday night, the winning number being
owned by two different parties, was
finally won by C. H. Morris. The ladies
SEE THE PRICES. SEE THE GOODS
compromised the matter by appointing
two ladies to draw lots, Mrs. Ellsworth
Harness
$5.50 to $40.0i
drawing for Mr. Morris and Mrs. MarFarmer' Plow Harness, $7.50
tin for Mrs. Daasch, which resulted In
$5.25 to $55.00
8ddles
Mrs. Ellsworth winning the quilt for
Mr. MorriB. He is now In search of Flni Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc.
come one to share its beautiful folds
with liiiu.
15C to
1.50
A base ball club has been organized Whips
on the west side, under tue name of
the Meadow Citys, with the following
membership: Frank Guerln, captain; 40C
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque

east

MAY B

2t3Q R. M. toBiao

MIXED PAIN'

One Gallon Covers 300 8quare

From Kansas City, Saint Louis and
Memphis to points in the South, South-

LBUQUERQUE

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

STSTtH

ROOSEVELT
A

of all kinds on hand
mining, real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

eXO

Almost equal to Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor
rect Market Reports. A variety of Interesting and instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar r year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

PRESIDENT

One Who Was of the Salt of the Earth
Gone to Her Reward.
Mrs. Charles Sperling went to El

Blanks

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

(

Tmmm

2

AND EAST

Ult
.wiG lobe Democrat

4"V--

4

e

A. N. BROWN, G. P.

Pennyroyal pills

DEATH OF MRS. SPERLING.

attention.

"THE FASTEST EVER"

(pLOUDCROrT

for

custo-

mers given special

RUNS

2 TO THE NORTH

orders

out-of-to-

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

e

MEYERS-ABE-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The

THE POPCLAIt LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Hutte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico

5PECIAL ATTFNTION OIVKN TO PACKING AND SHIPPINQ
Send for Price LI; t Your Patrontge S liclted.

THE

.y.uudlJOOOOO

Glen-woo-

i

LAS VEGAS.

Is

27 1903
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"Cure the cough and save the life.'
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures
coughs and colds, down to the very
verse of consumption.

i--

APRIL

Denver

fir.

From the Optic.
Victoratiio Casios, a child of two
years, succumbed to fever on the west
side. Louise Gallegos was a victim of
diphtheria.
The west side business men have already sul.scrild icon to the fund for
building the mill for Standish & Matt.
. This Is half the required amount.
Mrs. Clfofas Romero this morning
received a letter from Mrs. L. W.
Flynn. which conveyed the sad news
of the death of the writer's husband at
Davenport. Iowa. Mr. Flynn and his
wife spent fifteen months In the city
on account of the former's health.
Miss Rannie Morris, a sister of Mrs.
C. V. Hfdsoock, of this city, was recently married In Denver. Colo. Miss
Morris will be remembered in this city
as having been in the employ of the
Gross, Black well & Co. house several
years ago.
District Clerk Sec. Romero Is in from
El Cuervo. He speaks of excellent conditions out there. No ranchman will
get less than 85 per cent Increase on
lambs. Many will get more. The grass
is thriving, there is plenty of water,
the sheep are fat and the range is In
prime condition.
The oard of trade has received a
Communication from Roswell which
ays that United States Hydrographlc
Engineer Davjs, who was expected In
egastbe first of the month to
survey a reservoir site on the Galllnas
was prevented from making connec
tion with the Santa Rosa stage by a
heavy wind storm. He was called to
Arizona on urgent business immediate
ly afterwards, but the writer says that
either Engineer Davis or Engineer
Reed will be in
Vegas within
thirty days to look over the grounds.
Grace Lewis dropped a, package of
diamonds, valued at $1,000 on the west
side. She told her troubles to the
police, and a constable who heard the
story this morning said he believed he
could locate the package, as he had
heard of something having been found.
Whereupon Grace expressed her willingness to give him $50 if he proved
successful. The constable, following
up his information, learned that Jose
Gollndre had picked up the precious
package and had made no secret of
the fact. The fair Grace got her diamonds back, but declined to part with
more than $30 In the way of reward to
both men.
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tion and will .establish the body in a condition of sound and vigorous health.
"I was taken with Grippe, which resulted in stomach and heart trouble,"
writes Mr. T. R. Caudill, of Montland,
Alleghany Co., N. C. "I was unable to
do anything a good part of the time. I
wrote to Dr. Pierce atout my condition
having full confidence in his medicine
He advised me to take his ' Golden Medical Discovery,' which I did. Before I
had finished the second bottle I began
to feel better. I have used nearly six
bottles and am well."

For Want of a Nail The
Shoe Was Lest
FOR WANT OF A SHOE THE
HORSE WAS LAMED.
'Every blacksmith knows that story of
tbe neglected nail, the cast shoe and the
ruined horse. In old country smithy's
you may see the legend rudely painted
or chalked on the wall as a reminder
to customers that it pays to care for
horses' shoes, and that a little neglect
may have a very serious result But the
blacksmith is, as a rule, like the good
deacon, who passes on the pastor's denunciation of his own foibles to some
one else. It never occurs to him to take
the sermon home to himself. The blacksmith has for example a little touch of
stomach trouble." His food seems to

'

lie like a lump in his stomach.
It ferments and gives off gases which cause
him discomfort and uneasiness.
He has
sour and bitter risings, or "water brash.'
But this man who knows and preaches
the danger of neglect in the loss of a
nail from a horse's shoe goes right along
neglecting symptoms which in scores
and hundreds of cases are
of a physical break down.
fore-runne-

--

DONOTHINO DOCTRINE.

That's the doctrine of a great many
Indolent people. They say "it will go
away after a bit" when cautioned to "do

something for their ailment.
Just
Imagine a farmer looking over the fence
at the sprouting weeds in his corn and
saying "they'll go away after a bit."
Diseases are like weeds. All they ask
'
is neglect and they will grow and flourish. Neglect the first symptoms of disease of the stomach ana it will not be
long before other organs are involved,
because every organ of the body is dependent on the stomach and its allied
organs for nutrition. When the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutrition are diseased the food eaten is
not perfectly digested and assimilated.
Hence there is a loss of nutrition by the
body; a loss which shows itself in loss of
flesh, and reduced weight, and that loss
of nutrition is shared Ty every organ of
the body, heart, lungs, liver, kidneys,
etc As a consequence when the stomach Is diseased, the heart is liable to be
Involved, or the lungs, kidneys or liver.
These facts emphasize the danger of
neglect of what is popularly termed
"stomach trouble."
The timely use of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery will generally result in
complete cure of disease of the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutri

t

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO

& CO.

See our new spring line of carpets.
We can save you money. Albert Fab-e- r,
305 West Railroad avenue.
To Property Owner.
If you wish to avoid paying taxes on
25 per cent additional to your property
returns, see that your assessment is
made before May 1, as tho penalty will
be added on that date. GEORGE F.
ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
FURNISHED ROOMS.
for light housekeeping, with or without board. Inquire at Minneapolis
House, between Hunlng and Coal, on
Second etreet.
o

Indianapolis, Ind., June 9 14, 1903,
annual meeting Travelers' Protective
Association of America. Rate one fare
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
For further information call at ticket
office. F. L. Myers, agent.
o

Ten and 15 cent box lunches at any
hour of tbe day at the Chicago Restaurant, Railroad avenue.
Mrs. Batnumi, at ner parlors, No.
205 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expitlon store. Is prepared
to give thorough scalp treatment, do

hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

d,
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SETS THE

WANTS FORTY ACRES.

SKIN ON
Santa Fe Asks
Bonus from. Shaw
nee, O. T.
No disease causes so much bodily discomfort, or itches, and bttrnslike
A concerted effort will be made by
Beginning often with a slight redness of the skin it gradually the citizens
Eczema.
of Shawnee. Oklahoma, to
by
followed
pustules or blisters from which a gummy, sticky fluid Induce the Santa
spreads,
to locate round
oozes which dries and scales off or forms bad looking sores and scabs. It ap- house and repair Fe
shops there. The
pears on different parts of the body but oftenest upon the back, arms, hands, company has
asked that the town give
legs and face, and is a
a bonus of forty acres of ground south
1 eapenencea at times paiones en ine
veritable torment at id ibwo
of my bands that itched and burned, eeuaiDg of the river. This land Is valued at
at
times, especially
much dieoomfort. As time want Of
araw worae, and I waa convlnoed thatit $2,000 and It can be raised with very
over-heatenight or when
I waa afflicted with Ecaema I eon. little trouble by popular subscription.
suited several physicians and a num- The company will construct a sixteen
ber of apeolaliata, and used several exThe cause of Eczeternal application, reOelTlnsj but stall round house, three stalls larger
ma is a too acid and
elltrht temporary relief. In February than the Choctaw, and such repair
I deoided to try 8. 8. 8., and ia lass then
general unhealthy cona month I experienced a chant for the shops as may be needed to carry on
blood
dition of the
better, and by May all symptoms
bad
disappeared, and I found my self entire- - the business between Shawnee and
The terrifying itching
curen,
naa
no
or the nearest general shops. The locareturn
have
and
and burning is proa dieeese aince.
W. P. BRUSH,
tion of the round houses and repair
Manairi-- r stockman a Advertising- Agency.
duced by the overflow
shops means employment for a greater
Station A, Kanaaa City, Mo.
through the glands and
laborers and a materially
blood-curreof
the
pores of the skin
fiery poisons with which the
is over number of pay
Increased
roll for Shawnee. Beloaded,
while external applications, such as sides,
It Is understood that should
washes, soaps, salves and powders aresoot hing and
cooling they do not enter into the blood itself or this proposition materialize for Shaw
touch the real cause of the disease, but S. S. S. nee, the general passenger and freight
does, and purifies, enriches, and strengthens the division would also be established at
thin acid blood and cleanses and builds tip the general system, when the Shawnee.
skin clears off and Eczema with all its terrifying symptoms disappears.
SCOURING YOUR SCALP.
Send for our free book on the Skin and its diseases. No charge fof
medical advice.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA. Will Remove Loose Dandruff Scales
But It Won't Cure Dandruff.
trict, Benigno Padilla; second district,!
If your hair Is brittle and thinning,
J. C. Thomas; third district, Reymun-dyou have dandruff. The mere scouring
Harrison.
SATURDAY'S
BASE BALL.
of the scalp of the loose scales, won't
Sheriff Leandro Sasaus.
cure dandruff; because dandruff is
Clerk Manuel B. Baca.
nothing but scales of scalp being
Assessor Juan B. Giddings.
American League.
thrown up by a pestiferous little germ
Treasurer Leopoldo Sanchez.
At Philadelphia
R
H
In burrowing its way to the root of the
E
Probate Judge Florenclo Garcia.
4 10
0 hair where It saps the vitality causing
Superintendent of schools Fred L. Boston
Philadelphia
0
2 falling hair and, In
4
time baldness.
Biaun.
Batteries Hughes and Farrel;Wed- - Now you can't stop dandruff, nor fallThe above named appointed for
dell
and
Shreck.
ing hair, nor prevent baldness unless
Leonard Wood county were elected on
you destroy that germ; and the only
the democratic ticket on November 4, At Detroit
R H
preparation that can do It la the new
1972, as officials of Guadalupe county,
2
5
scientific discovery, Newbro's Herpl- with the exception of Fred L. Braun, Detroit
Cleveland
3
0
cide. In fact no other hair preparation
appointed connty 'superintendent of
Batteries Eason and McAllister; claims to kill the dandruff germ all
schools, whose appointment was made
to fill the vacancy caused by the fact Moore and Abbott.
of them will clean the scalp; soap and
that Milnor Rudolph, elected superinwater will do that, but only Newbro's
- R H E
At
Washington
tendent of school of Guadalupe county
Herplcide gets at the root of the
Washington
6
6
1
at the November, 1902, election, was New
trouble
and kills the dandruff germ.
1
York
11 11
found to reside in the new county of
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
Batteries
Wilson
Clarke;Chesand
Quay. Mr. Rudolph was appointed
luc In stamps for sample to a he Her
bro
and
O'Connor.
county superintendent of schools of
plcide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggi
It Co., special agents.
that county at the time the officers
o
St. Louis
there were filled by appointment by At
RAILROAD NOTES.
Chlcago-SLouts game postponed
Governor Otero.
The governor took the action above on account of wet grounds.
The San Marcial Bee says: Tuesdetailed as he wished to name officials
day, J. W. McCoach received a $40
League.
National
w ho had support of the people and as
diamond ring from a Jewelry firm In
At Brooklyn
R H
the above named, with the exception
Chicago, ordered on the Installment
Brooklyn
8 10
of Braun, were elected to the same ofplan by a railroad man who recently
Philadelphia
0
5
fices In the old county of Guadalupe,
chased himself to parts unknown
Batteries
Schmidt
and
Jacklltsch;
out of which the new county of Leonwithout going through the form of a
Burchell
and
ZImmer.
ard Wood was created, he acted in acsettlement with a few business men.
cordance with the desires of the peoThe ring was Intended as a present
New
At
H
York
R
E
ple and upon the principle that It was
to his best girl. This Is a situation
New
8
11
6
York
Just and proper that the officers of
Almost any combina9
7
4 with a moral.
Boston
Leonard Wood county should be held
Batteries McOInnlty and Warner; tion of words will fit It, If properly
until January 1, 1905, by the men who
emphasized.
were entitled to them by election In Piatt and Klttredge.
Engineer Lon Neal, of San Marcial
tile old county.
hastened to Topeka, Kansas, a few
Chicago
R
At
H
E
The fact that all these officials are
7
6
2 days since In response to a telegram
democrats in politics, the governor Chicago
3
6
3 that his son, Willie, aged 11 years
thought should not militate In the Cincinnati
who has been attending school and
Kllng;
Batteries
Wicker
and
Poole
premises. Many petitions from the
living with his grandmother there.
and
Pelts.
people of Leonard Wood county for
was seriously 111.
the reappointment of these men have
Arthur W. LIndley, a well known en
At Pittsburg
R H
been received at the executive office
gineer and Miss Merizza B. Walden,
6
10
Pittsburg
governor
wished to and gave
and the
were united In marriage at Las Vegas
10 14
them full and due consideration, as his St. Louis
Friday night, the ceremony being
last
Phllippl,
Batteries
Wilhelra,
Smith
action proves.
performed by Rev. Ward, the pastor
and Phelps; Brown and Weaver.
of the First Baptist church of that
Beauty and Strength.
city.
American Association.
Are desirable. You are strong and vigCity
One fare for round trip to all who
Kansas
At
orous, when your blood Is pure. Many
8 desire to see President Roosevelt. The
any, most women, fall to properly Kansas City
7 nation's chief magistrate will be here
digest their food, and so become pale, Minneapolis
on the afterncon of May 5.
sallow, thin and weak, while the
At Columbus
brightness, freshness and beauty of the
Japanese and China matting In all
Game forfeited to Toledo.
skin and complexion, depart. Remedy
grades at Albert Faber's, 805 Railroad
this unpleasant evil, by eating nouravenue.
At Indianapolis
ishing food, and taking a small dose of
Louisville-Indianapoli- s
post- game
OEMINQ.
Heroine after each meal, to digest poned on
account of rain.
what you have eaten; boc at CosmoA Few Pointers About a Good Town In
politan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
At Milwaukee
Southern New Mexico.
,
Keep your eye on iteming.
Milwaukee
2
Incorporation.
Demlng has just been Incorporated.
13
Articles of Incorporation have been St. Paul
Darning- - ships over 100,000 head of cattle
filed at the office of the territorial secCollege Games.
annually; la tha center of tha greatest
retary by the Times Publishing combreeding region In the southweat and catAt Providence-Bro- wn
pany of Tucumcarl. The Incorporators
2 tlemen all know thla.
Demlng, tbe coming city of Naw Mexare: E. G. Cooper, J. A. Street, W. T. Princeton
0
ico.
Buchanan, Harry R. Meal, A. B. Simp
Demlng has a magnificent school sysson, Donald Stewart and Theodore W.
At AnnapollsO
tem.
Heman. They also compose the first Georgetown
8
Demlng, the railroad center of New
board of directors who have the busi- Navy
7 Mexico.
ness of the company In charge for the
Demlng. the gateway to tbe beet part of
first three months of its existence.
Old Mexico.
At New Haven
Demlng, tbe seat of tha new county of
The company is authorized to own Yale
2
and conduct a newspaper and job University of Pennsylvania
1 Luna.
Demlng Is tha great mining center of
printing establishment, to buy and sell
the aoutbwest.
real estate, to build houses, own and
At Ann Arbor
Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
hold real estate, to Issue a paper at Michigan
14 looking for a safe and paying
Investment
least once a week and do a general Illinois
10
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equprinting business, to buy books, stato Polan springs.
tionery and other materials necessary
Demlng haa Increased 60 per cent In popAt West Point-Ca- dets
to conduct such business. Tbe com6 ulation In four year.
Demlng water and pure osona makt
pany Is capitalized at $2,500 to be divi- Harvard
4
atrong and healthy people.
ded into twenty-fivshares of the par
Investments In Demlng .ota will double
SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
value of $100 each. Its officers are to
and treble In one year.
be a president, vice president, sec Cured by One
Demlng has now a large ice plant and
Bottle of Chamberlain's
retary and treasurer and the term of
electric light system under contract.
Cough Remedy.
existence Is to be fifty years.
"When I haa an attack of the grip In Demlng the demand for rental
la five times in exceaa of the suplast winter (the second one) I actually houaes
Save the Loved Onesl
ply.
Mrs. Mary A. Vllet, Newcastle, Colo., cured myself with one bottle of ChamDemlng has an abundance of water foi
writes:
"I believe Ballard's Hore berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or garPerry,
W.
editor
of
Enteprlse,
of
tbe
dens.
hound Syrup is superior to any other
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
cough medicine, and will do all that Is Shortsville, N. Y. "This is the honest
claimed for it, and It Is so pleasant to truth. I at times kept from coughing rental returns will ba M per cent on the
take. My little girl wants to take It myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon-fu- l Investment.
In Demlng good aafe loans can be Wad
of this remedy, and when the coughwhen she has no need for it." Ballard's
at better rates than In tha old established
Horehound Syrup Is the great cure for ing spell would come on at night I towns.
all pulmonary ailments. 25c, 60c and would take a dose and It seemed that
At Demlng you can buy lots at 1100
Interval tbe cough which will pay you 100 per cent
In leas
$1.00, at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy, B. In the briefest
would pass off and I would go to sleep than twelve months.
Ruppe.
accough
perfectly
from
and
Demlng
free
Its
good
In
another
hotel la needed
o
accommodate the enormous Increase of
Just receiveu a large assortment of companying pains. To say that the to
population.
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber, remedy acted as a most agreeable surno
prise Is putting It very mildly. I had Demlng la a great health result-n- et
Grant building.
superior In climate for tha cure of pulor
no
would
could
knock
Idea
it
that
0
monary troubles.
Dedication Ceremonies, Louisiana Pur- out the grip, simply because I bad Demlng will be the great amelter center.
chase Exposition, April 30 and May never tried it for such a purpose, but it Two large planta will be Installed within
2, 1903. National and International did, and it seemed with the second at- the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you oas
Good Roads Convention, April 27, tack of coughing tbe remedy caused It
to not only be of less duration, but tbe get them tn Demlng cheap new, with cerMay 2, 1903. St Louis.
advance assured?
One fare plus 2 for round trip; pains were far less severe, and I had tain
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unaur-passedates of sale, April 28 and 29, good to not used tbe contents of one bottle beNEW COUNTY OFFICERS.
for fertility, production of fruits
leave St. Louis up to May 4. For fur- fore Mr. Grip bad bid me adieu." For and vegetablea of all klnda.
Governor Otero Names the Officers for ther Information call on ticket agent. sale by all druggists.
Demlng offers tha same opportunities
Leonard Wood County.
F. L. Myers, agent.
now that the moat prosperous cities in thf
Canyon
Mounts,"
"Grand
Illuminated
Governor Otero has appointed the
o
west offered several years ago.
following officers of Ieonard Wood
We are headquarters for lace cur- ' Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at Demlng needs one hundred new houses
county:
tains, draperies aud portieres. Albert Santa Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call to supply tha demand, and needs thete
now. Thla demand contlnuea to grow.
and see samples. F. L. Myers, agent.
County commissioners First dls- - Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.

Alvarado.
J. Smith and wife, Washington, D.
C; A. W. Colver, Denver; C. H. Schlle-ker- ,
E. W. Trumpfheller, New York;
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Llnsey, Tennessee;
C. Opelt, Kansas City; C. E. Bray,
Chiragofft Wm. R. Morley, Saratoga,
N. Y.; C. B. Ward. Newark, N. J ! C.
F. Samuelson, J. R. Ielsenrlng, J. D.
Cook, Chicago; Wilbur E. Cook, St
Louis; C. L. Jones, Pueblo; J. R. Mcdon't experiment with your
Cartney, St . Louts; Louis Prlmoll,
STOMACH.
It's a waste of time and money to New York; C. H. Woodruff, Chicago.
experiment on medicines. If you are on
Sturges' European.
a journey to a certain town, you take
Matt Robertson, W. A. Greene, St.
the road that will surely bring you
there. You don't turn aside and experi- Joe; E. B. Learner, Kansas City; II. B.
ment on roads simply because they are Holman, Richard Kennlck, Las Vegas;
roads. The road you follow is the road Chas. Atchison, Denver; 8. T. Curson,
which leads to where you want to be Los Angeles; Thos. Bayers, Belen;
When
It's that way with medicines.
you wsnt the way which leads straight Delia Koon, Cleveland, Ohio; M. Y.
est and surest to health Gomez, E. D. Sage, Chicago; L. L. Haryou will follow the thou mon, Phoenix.
sands who have taken Dr
Hotel Highland.
Pierce's Golden Medical
M. Agmlre, Durango, Mexico; J. H.
Discovery and have been
perfectly and permanently Ing, L. A. Faires, El Paso.
cured.
" It gives me great pleasMetropolitan.
ure to inform you of the
G. A. Brown, Chicago.
benefits that I have realized from the use of your
Grand Central.
Golden Medical DiscovC. A. Mather, New York; Elmer E.
ery ' and ' Pleasant Pe- Veeder, Las Vegas.
llets" writes Mrs. J. C
Fink, of Yost, Rowan Co.,
Walks Witnout Crutches.
N. C. " Last winter I was
I was much amicted with sciatica,
so bad off that I thought
writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowaville, Sedgwick
it impossible for me to live county,
Kansas, "going about on
until spring. I was taken
sick in January and was in crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
pain all over. The doctor I was induced to try Ballard's Snow
was called, and said niv Liniment, which relieved me. I used
liver was out of order. three 60c bottles. It Is the greatest
He gave me some medicine liniment I ever used; have recombut it did me no good. mended It to a number
of persons, all
I grew steadily worse. I
could not eat as much as express themselves as being benefited
one bite of bread without by It. I now walk without crutches,
great pain, and was so able to perform a great deal of light
hungry all the time that I labor on the farm." 25c, 60c and $1.00
thought I would starve to at Cosmopolitan Puarinacy, B. Ruppe.
death. My head ached,
0
v
my snouiucrs acncu.
i
Notaries Public.
failed
My
was
brain
cross.
VlMl
Governor Otero appointed the fol- At-- . T .1- V..
mJ 111 Ul.Il lllBl A lUUUglll
lowing notaries public: Antonio JosI was almost insane. I eph, Ojo Caliente, Taos county;
James
could not sleep rights only a short while
at a time. Would get up mornings so Bennett, Weed, Otero county; Henry
weak and nervons, I could scarcely stand D. Meyers, Chamita, Rio Arriba counIn this way I suffered, I think, about two ty; Edward J. McWenle, Charles H.
months, when a friend of mine induced Sporleder, Las Vegas, San Miguel
me to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, county.
which I did. His answer was that I had
indigestion and liver complaint, and ad- Pneumonia Is Robbed of Its Terror
vising me to take bis ' Golden Medical by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stops
Discovery.' I followed the Doctor's the racking cough
directions closely, and in a few days I strengthens the lungs. and heals and
If taken In time
could discover that I was getting better
slowly. Every day I felt just a little it will prevent an attack of pneumonia.
Alvarado Pharbetter, then I could begin to eat a little Refuse substitutes.
light diet Then I began to sleep a macy.
little better at night and in the morning
o
would feel refreshed and rested. Next
For Street Commissioner.
I began to gather a little flesh, and then Editor Citizen:
I began to improve rabidly. I took
The friends of Edward Lavelle, who
eight bottles of ' Golden Medical Discov has been a resident of Albuquerque
ery and several vials of ' Pleasant Pel for
years, are inthe past twenty-fou- r
lets,' and I felt that I was well enough
to leave off medicine and go to work, teresting themselves in his behalf towhich I did with pleasure. I have not ward placing him In the office of city
taken any medicine since except Dr. street commissioner. Mr. Lavelle Is
Pierce's Pellets. I can eat anything and well known and highly respected In
as much as I want and it never now this community, and his friends are
hurts me a particle."
confident that he is Just the man for
There is no alcohol In "Golden Medical Discovery," and it is free from opium, the position; one who will faithfully
and conscientiously perform the ducocaine, and all other narcotics.
ties required, and fulfill same to the
A HOLE IN THE POCKET
may mean a serious loss of money. It's entire satisfaction of all concerned.
the same way with a hole in the health , There is much to Mr. Lavelle's favor
it may mean a serious loss of vitality and as to his being competent to fill this
vigor. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Med position, having had five years of exical Adviser teaches how to mend tin perience In this class of work in the
health, as well as how to prevent dis city of Chicago, during which period
ease. This bulky book, containing 1008
large pages, is sent free on receipt of he held the office of district commisstamps, to pay expense of mailing only. sioner of streets.
It la a well known fact that Mr. LaSend 31 one-cestamps for the book
or only 21 stamps for thf velle is a member of the Grand Army
book in paper covers. Address Dr. R. V of the Republic, and his old friends
Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
are very desirous of seeing their comrade holding down the office of our
See the new Knox Pantourls ' hat city street commissioner, who, they
comes In the light beaver color. The say, has many years of usefulness beswellest thing In the market. Simon fore him, and should it please the city
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
council and the citizens of Albuquer
o
que to favor him with this position.
P. A. Jones, e. M., C. E.
they will shortly realize they have
Consulting Mining Engineer
made no mistake.
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve;
TAXPAYER.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited. A Chattanooga Druggist's Statement
o
Robt. J. Miller, proprietor of the
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas Read house drug store of Chattanooga,
Every style Is xenn., writes: "There is more
shoes are at hand.
merit
shown from tbe patent leather vlcl in Foley's Honey and Tar than In any
dress shoe to the heavy box calf work- other cough syrup. The calls for It
ing styles, at (3 and $3.50.
Simon multiply wonderfully and we sell more
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
of It than all other cough syrups
Alvarado Pharmacy.
The Chicago Restaurant and Short
Order House.
MICHAEL A. CLANCY.
Meals and short orders at all hours
Washington at Advanced Age
Died
in
of the day. Boarding by tie week at
of 74 Years.
reduced rates. Remember the place
Michael A. Clancy died yesterday at
on Railroad avenue, between San Jose
bis home, 1426 Corcoran street northmarket and French bakery.
west, after an illness of five days. He
o
years old at the time
was seventy-fou- r
Mesa Rsort
Three miles from town, Just north of his death, having been born April
of Mountain road. Covered wagon up 20, 1829.
Mr. Clancy for over a quarter of a
and back every day. Tent room with
best of water or board and lodging; century served as one of the assistant
terms reasonable. For particulars In- clerks In the supreme court of the district. He was married on Wednesday
quire this office.
last to Miss Enirah Anderson. He was
o
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.60 shoes-stron- gest at the city hall the next day and comboys' shoe In the world-m- ade plained of feeling badly. He, however,
box
of
calf or vlcl kid. at $2.50. did not leave his desk. For his lunch
that day he ate strawberry shortcake,
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
which caused the illness which result0
ed In his death.
Fresh Cut Flowers,
Mr. Clancy was married twice. His
IVES, THE FLORIST.
wife was Miss Wiley, of New
first
o
Our linen display Is attractive; our Hampshire. As the result of this union
prices none the less so. Albert Faber, he leaves two sons, both of whom are
lawyers, practicing their profession in
Grant building.
New Mexico. They have been Informo
ed of the death of their father and no
Electrical Works.
M Nash, corner of Lead avenue and arrangements
for the funeral will be
Second street, contractor and dealer perfected until an answer Is received
In all kinds of electrical appliances. from them. Washington Times, ApElectric door bells, chandallers and ril 21.
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
The surest and Barest remedy for
and motors, and special wiring. Auto- kidney
and bladder diseases is Foley's
'phone
401.
matic
Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
cloth-boun-
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Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nin- e
of everyone hundred people who have
heart trouble can remember when It
was simple Indigestion. It Is a sclen
tlflo fact that all cases of heart disease, not organic, are not only traceable to, but are the direct result of
Indigestion. All food taken Into the
stomach which falls of perfect digestion ferments and swells the stomach,
fluffing It up sgalnst the heart. This
with the action of the heart,
and In the course of time that delicate
but vital organ becomes diseased.

-

Iflodol

Dlfests What You Eat
Mrs. Lorlnt Nichols of Pent) Yin, N. Y..
writes: After eatlnt. my food rouki distress
me by maklne my heart palpitate and I would
become very weak. Finally I tot bottle of
Kodol end It r
ma Immediate relief. After
ttalnc a few bottles I am cured,

o

com-glned-

and ingrowing nails. She gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up tbe skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the rums and makes the teeth
MEN AND WOMEN.
I'm Biff tt for unnatai
clean and white. It is highly recomd w b a r a fl a ni tn a u u
la
g
t
mended by all first class dentists. Al- M fc M &MfftU1.r4 Iff trrllalluua ur utin allw
Ml 14 Mrtolar.
of mucous
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
Paiuiaas, and Dot sfctiio- Vdmple cure, and pile cure. All of KeVHi EvmCxtMicii C friil ur
Sold by itrata-uuI
I
these preparation! are purely vegeta1 wrap
J ror seot to pirn ,rraitl,
lor
ble compounds. Give her a total
WM Si,ir 00.ralire.a.
..r lK.nl. fj.it
Automatic telephone 490.
Circular aeul on rjgueal

Weak

in-al-

al

e

Kodol cures Indigestion, dyspepsia
and all stomach disorders, and gives
the heart a full, free and untram-mele- d
action.
Bottles only. 11.00 Sirs hokHnf 3H times
tha Mai size, which tells for 60s

9

B.

CCD
Witt
A Co.
Chicago

H. Brlggs ft Co. and. S. Vann ft Son

Roosevelt Ri.te,
President Rooseveit wiil be In Santa
Fe May 5 from 9 a. m. to 12 noon. For
this occasion we will sell round trip
tickets to Santa Fe on May 4 and S,
good to return May 6, for one fare at
$3.45. To bona fide members of the
national guard in uniform we will
make the low rate of $1.75 for the
round trip. F. L. Myers, agent.
0

Spring Good
in mattings, wicker goods, rockers,
$.150 and up. Gasoline and oil stoves,
refrigerators, $10.00 and up. Linoleum,
carpets, etc. We want your trade;
either cash or time. We Can't be undersold. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
end of Viaduct
Notice of Forfeiture.
Territory of Arizona, County of Cochise, SB.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and assigns:
You are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
In labor and Improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate la
Peralta Canon, Cochltl District, Bernalillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1896, la
tbe office of the recorder of said Coun
ty, In order to bold said Dremlsea un
der the provisions of section 2324 Re
vised Statutes of the United States, be
ing the amount required to bold the
same for the year ending December 81,
1902.

And If within ninety davs from the
serving of this notice, you fall or re
fuse to contribute your proportion ol
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your Interest In the said claim will be
come the property of the subscriber un
der said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
ALEX CONRAD,

Signature.
Legal Notice.

Last Will and Testament of Rafaelita
Moya, Deceased.
To Sofia Garcia, executrix and legatee; Rosalia Garcia, Daniel Garcia,
Ana Garcia, Rosana Garcia and Miguel Garcia, legators, and to all
whom It may concern.
You are hereby notified that the alleged last will and testament of Ra
faelita Moya, late of the county of
Bernalillo and territory of New Mex- W, UVU BQU, nap ULl 11 JllUUUtCU MUU
read In the probate court of the coun- ty of Bernalillo, territory of New Mex
ico, at a regular term thereof, held on
the seventh day of April, 1903, and the
day of tbe proving of the said alleged
last will and testament was by order
of tbe judge thereupon fixed for Mon
day, the fourth day of May, A. D. 1903,
term of said court, at 10 o'clock In the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my band and the seal
of said court, this seventh day of April,
A. D. 1903.

(Seal)

JAMES

A.

SUMMERS,
Probate Court.

Assessor's Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned, assessor of Bernalillo county, has for tbe convenience of tax
payers, opened an office at Room 11,
Armljo Building, Third and Railroad
avenue, over B. Ilfeld ft Co., In the city
of Albuquerque, where returns of tax
payers wlil be received until further
notice.
It Is made the Imperative duty of
the assessor to assess a penalty
against all tax payers who fail to return their property for taxation and
this requirements of the Statute will
be enforced against all persona who
fall to make their returns to the undersigned within the period required by
law.

The assessor or a deputy will be la
constant attendance at the place designated above from I o'clock a. to.
until 6 o'clock p. m., each business day
for the purpose of receiving returns.

J.

M. SANDOVAL,

Assessor Bernalillo County.
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OXFORDS
Have the Call
They are gaining In popular

ra-v-

or

every season because they
are more comfortable and look
daintier than high Shoe:.......
BLACK

DOuOLA,
$1.65.

BLACK KID. HAND TURN,
$2.25.
BLACK KID WELT,
$2.75.

PATENT KID WELT,
$3.00.

PATENT KID. HAND TURN,
$3.50.
BLACK KID SANDALS.
$1.50 to $2.50.

PATENT LEATHER

SANDALS.

$2.50.

A GOOD

mi

V

-

made with the fine olive oil which you
can ohtain here good greens, of
course, as the basis is one of the
most healthful, at the same time
toothsome, articles of the Spring bill
of fare. Ask your doctor about olive
oil; but be sure to come here for' the
genuine goods.

T

il

t

LETTUCE SALAD

,

F Successor
F Tto J. OTTEB
L. Bell A Co.

.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

0. W.

STRONG

& SONS,

run a modern Hospital

bulance

Day

Am-

and Night

IRIS BRAND
of California Canned Goods and our
old reliable Monarch Brand. Give us
R trial, we know we can please you.
D. WEILLER & CO.,
Oold Avenue Grocers.
YOU CAN, OF COURSE,

Prompt and Careful Service

buy bread anywhere, but If you want
good, light,
home-mad-

BOTH PHONES

bread, biscuits, rolls, pies or cakes,
this Is the place. You cannot buy such
as we toake anywhere else. You will
find everything that we bake the best
Our prices the lowest for the quality.

,

201-21-

1

North Second

St

well-bake-

e

WOMAN'S
323
A15.

MONFV TO LOAN.

.,

EXCHANGE,

South Second street; Bell 'phone
o

On diauionub,
mc, jr any
A Square Piano.
food security; also DousoboV goods
If you do not feel able to purchase a
stored with me, strictly cuufldentlaL
Highest cash price paid for household new upright piano for your children to
learn on, why not purchase a good
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Oold
square piano from Hall & Learnard.
We will take It back in exchange for
KEEP COOL.
a new upright any time within one
During the warm months by using year. See us about it.
Electric Fans. Season opens May 1.
Boys' brash and duck suits in NorOrder now. Electric Light & Power folk g, sailors and double breasted, in
company.
white, blue and brown; handsomely
o
trimmed, $1.50 to $2.50.
SIMON
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
STERN, the Railroad avenue clothier.
Home made bread, cakes and pies,
To Property Owners.
fresh from the oven every day. Brown
If you wish to avoid paying taxes on
bread and baked beans, Yankee style, 25 per cent additional to your property
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any returns, see that your assessment Is
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1516 made before May , as the penalty will
South Second street. Bell 'Phone 113. be added on that date. GEORGE F.
r
ALBRIGHT, Assessor.
Patent leather slippers for babies,
For Sale.
children and misses, $1, $1.25 and
We now have a number of square
$1.40; red kid slippers, 75 cents, $1.00
and $1.40; black kid slippers. $1.25 pianos on band all of which must be
atid $1.35: black kid oxfords, $1 25 and sold to make room for new stock. If
$1.45, at C. May's popular priced shoe you want a bargain see Hall & Learn
store, 208 Wept Railroad avenue.
ard about it.

ithin

SPRING

ATTIRE

i, We would suggest that
you select your Spring
suit now while our stock
is full and complete.

MM
0

M

fancy 2
Casslmeres and Cheviot

i

Fine

llib'ifl Uuderweur

Fine

lUlbrian

Bwmll multm In

$12 to $18,
91. OO per suit
Underwear

.

..

91. OO per suit

French Itulbrijj'fitn Underwear..

91 SO per suit
Fancy Hulbrigan Umlerweur...

92.80 per suit

Fancy Lish Thread Underwear.,
93. OO per suit

ImLm

Imm

VJashburn
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PARAGRAPHS

Oliver J. VanWagmn, who has leen
spending the winter In El Paso, has
returned to the Duke city.
Emmett I.ookhart, connected with
the El Paso Smelter company, is here
on a visit to his parents.
Harry McKay, clerk at Kennedy for
the Santa Fe Central, spent Sunday In
the Duke City seeing the sights.
Ihe president will be here May 5.
Have you done everything you can to
make his reception a notable one?
Western Union Manager W. A. Nash
from Raton, has been the guest of J.
F. Barton, special officer of the Santa
Fe.
Miss Frances Graves, who has been
the guest of her sister. Miss Katherlne

Graves, has returned to her home

In

Belen,

Capt. R. H. Greenleaf and niece.
Miss Greenleaf, and Mrs. Fred Fisher.
left today for a fishing trip In the
Jemez country.
Pilgrim commandery. No. 3. Knights
Templar, at the conclave on Saturday
evening, knighted two candidates. A
banquet followed.
Elizla, infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
William Adamson, of Old Town, was
uurled In Santa Barbara cemetery this
morning at 10 o'clock.
County Commissioner Arthur Sellg- man, of Santa Fe, wife and son, were
here over Sunday from the capital and
registered at the Alvarado.
Every building and residence in the
City should be decorated in some shape
or manner on May 5, the date Presi
dent Roosevelt will visit us.
Airs. Solomon Luna returned to her
home In Los Lunas Saturday evening.
She has been here to assist in making
the St. Joseph's hospital bazaar a
'
success.
A still alarm was rung in Saturday
evening for a rubbish fire near
lumber yard. It was getting
dangerous as a high wind was blowing.
The chemicals were used.
The Citizen has received compli
mentary, tickets to the third annual
concert and ball to be given at Co- Iomlo hall by the Italian band on
Tuesday evening, April 28.
Mrs. Benjamin S. Baker will entertain on Thursday afternoon of this
week. Invitations have' already been
Bent out. This will be Mrs. Baker's
first social function in Albuquerque.
A meeting or the Retail Clerks' union will be held in Knights of Pythias
hall tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock.
Candidates are to be taken in and
members are requested to be present.
At the Alvarado Sunday were registered Mr. and Mrs, Rolerto Chaves
from Los Lunas. He Is the son of
Jacobo Chaves, merchant at that place,
and wag married several months ago.
George W. Park, Jr., a high school
boy, was injured on Saturday afternoon while returning from a picnic at
Bear canyon. He fell off of the tally- bo and the wheels passed over his ankle and thigh. No bones were broken.
Carpenters' hall, Saturday evening.
was the scene of an enthusiastic meeting of the Federal Labor union. Thirty-twnames were added to the already
grand list, and more are to come later.
bnrely things are Iwoming, and they
ought to.
W. M. Berger, of the Capitol, published in the Ancient city, was here
on Saturday evening. He was en route
for Silver City, where he goes for his
health and rest. This has necessarily
stopped the issue of that paper for
some time.
C. L. Pancoast, who was on the
stair of The Citizen since
coming here from Cleveland, Ohio, has
accepted the position of traveling solicitor and correspondent of the Democrat. The vacancy on The Citizen Is
being filled by Ion T. Wilson.
Tomorrow afternoon, from 3:30 to 6
o'clock, the ladies of G. K. Warren Re
lief Corps, No. 1, will hold their regular monthly tea. The committee in
charge is Mesdames Sarah Marshall,
Afile Jones, Mary Matson, Laura Werner, Alice Shoemaker and Addie Mugg-ley- .
Soldiers, Sons of Veterans, and
friends cordially Invited,
Saturday evening, at the parsonage of the Lead Avenue Methodist
church. Rev. Fisher Joined in the holy
bonds of wedlock Walter Taylor and
Miss Anna Nickel. Only a few inti
mate friends witnessed the ceremony.
Mr. Taylor Is a bollermaker at the
local railway shops, and they will reside at No. 1017 South Fourth street.
William Franz arrived here Saturday en route for Helen, his former
home. He thinks the sunsmne territory is good enough for him. He has
been trying his luck up in Cripple
Creek and Gillett. Colo. Mr. Franz Is
a member of the Helen Hey Day club
and they are to entertain in royal
shape in honor of his return to that
growing town. Mr. Franz has many
trieuds in this city.
The funeral services of Miss Joan-nettWheatou, who died several days
ago from consumption, was held this
afternoon at 4 o'clock at Borders' un
dertaking partos. The set i Ices were
conducted by Rev. Herman J. Powell,
of the Baptist church. The remains
will be taken this evening to Kala
mazoo, Mich., for burial. Her brother
will accompany them.
Her parents
will stay In the city for the present.
Fifty boys in blue and the commanding officers stopped off here yesterday
morning for a short time. They came
from Fort Grant in Arizona and were
.

o

bound for Fort lavenworth, Kan.
where they will be transferred to the
Fourth cavalry, After spending three
days at that post they will go with the
Fourth to 8t. Louis, to take part in the
exercises connected with the dedica
tion of the world's fair buildings the
first week In May. Captain Suplee,
who was for several years at Ft. Win
gate, was In command.
The soldier
boys looked healthy and enjoyed them
selves while at the station.
Mrs. E. Strong and two daughters,
who have been stopping at the Alvara
night on No. 1 for a visit to the Grand
canyon of the Colorado. They expect
to return here within a week or two,
and after visiting Santa Fe and other
New Mexico towns, Mrs. Strong will
return to her home In Pennsylvania
leaving the young ladies nenlnd to en
Joy a few more months in Albuquerque.
The New Mexican says: Mrs. N. B.
Field, of Albuquerque, who has been
the guest of Mrs. A. M. Bergere and
daughter, Miss Nina Otero, In this
city, departed this morning for the
Pecos reserve, accompanied by the
Misses Otero, Doyle, Estella Bergere
and Master John McFle. The party
made the trip overland on burros, and
will be away until Thursday.
The
The San Marcial Bee says:
Armstrong Bros, are not going to take
chances this summer on securing suffl
cient Ice by local delivery to keep their
stock of merchandise at the most In
They have pre
vlting temperature.
pared an Ice house and the congealed
stuff is to le ordered by them In car
load lots from Albuquerque.
It was a gay crowd of city folks that
tripped the light fantastic at the Berry
Devlne dance at Orchestrion hall Sat
urday night. The music, as It usually
Is, was delightfully fine. The dancers
came early and remained until almost
the earliest hour of Sunday morning.
S. F. Brown, one of Thelin's popular
tonsorlal artists, leaves this evening
for his home In Wichita, Kan., for a
short visit to his wife and family. Mr.
Brown expects to return to Albuquerque with his family In a short time,
and will make this city his home.
Street Commissioner Tlerney and
force are doing good work in cleaning
up the avenues, streets and alleys, and
he hopes to have the city pretty thoroughly cleaned on the afternoon of
May 5, when the president will be the
guest of the city.
The First Regiment band is now under the management of Billy Berry,
who has charge of the fair ground
sports this season. The band will appear and play at every ball game occurring In the fair grounds this summer.
r t
In an Item published Saturday about
the spelling matcn there was a mistake. The spelling match was between
the first and second wards. The third
ana fourth grades of the second ward
won, and the tuth. and sixth grades of
the first ward,
Charles M. Stauffer and wife, of
Santa Fe, enjoyed the Sabbath In the
territorial metropolis, and returned to
the capital last night. Mr. Stauffer is
the business manager of the New Mex-
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OTERO
fOVERNOR
Introduced by Doctor

signs the OSTEOPATHIC BILL.
Conner of this city, permitting to Graduates of recognized Osteopathic colleges to practice In New Mexico.
The egal fight is over and Dr. Conner will still be found In his office for
the practice of Osteopathy medicine and Surgery.

Stern

The Railroad A ve Clothier

Specialty Osteopathy

i3
yt

An immense showing of 2
the following celebrated
i"
i
maxes:

Elgin, Monarch

Cluett

of

9TENOQRARHY ANO TYPEWRITING

Miss

Lm

M.

Johnston

who is a graduate of the Smith Business College, at Paducah,
Ky, has fitted up parlors at
North Third street,
where she will teach Stenography and Typewriting to
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
for general office work call and see her.

uyt

91, 91.2S, 91.78,
92and92.SO
in allthervery newest
color combinations and
white pleated.

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools
in Our Window

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

Boy1 Crash and Duck
9ults; In Norfolk, Sailors
and double breasted; blue

3

white and brown; handsomely trimmed.

1;

3

Q1.50
to

J

v

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

A

THE MAZE.
2 dozen empty capsules
Pint cans pine tar
urorao Seltzer
S. S. S., large size
bottle quinine
Epsom salts, per lb
Jar vaseline
Absorbent cotton, per pkg
Adjustable window screens

Revelatlor.l

An examination of our stock of ready
made clothing by those not already

B. A. SLEYSTER.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE IN8URANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
I0c in the southwest. Call and save money. ROOMS 1M4. CROMWJBLL BLOCK.
SIMON STERN.
$1.60
Automatlo Telephone 174.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
10c
5c posted will Indeed prove a revelation.
15c We have the best and biggest stock

10c
15c
6c

o

The Citizen

15

cents per week.

W. H. HnllN- -

COAL DEALER- -'

DELICATESSEN STORE.
Everything nice to eat. We can tic35c and 55c
kle your palate. D. WEILLER & CO.,
Cerrllloa and Qallup Domestic Lun p
Screen doors, complete with spring
Gold Avenue Grocers.
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
hinges, screws, hooks and eyes
Anthracite Nut, 70 per ton.
and pull knob
$1.25
Anthracite, larger alzee, $7.75 per
MONEY 10 LOAN
Canvass folding cots
$1.40
ton.
,
croquet sets
$1.25
On diamonds, watches or any good1
Wood and Kindling, all alzee.
We carry one of the best lines of
security. Great bargains in watches
shoes to be found in town.
Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
,
every description.
bottle extract of lemon... ,.60c of
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
A. H. YANOW
bottle extract of vanilla.. ,.50c
209 South Second street, a few door
3 lbs. fresh soda crackers
Telephones:
Automatlo, 416 and
,.25c
north of postofflce.
267; Bell, 45.
High grade salmon in flat cans. ,.10c
High grade canned vegetables.. .15c
ican.
You save money by trading at
THE MAZE,
Edward F. Otero, clerk In the United
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
States land office at Santa Fe, visited
relatives and friends here yesterday,
We can
your wants In oil
and returned to Santa Fe this morn cloth, and supply
linoleum. The largest stock
ing.
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
Railroad avenue.
BAND.
ITALIAN
.

-

Six-ba-

16-o-

16-o-

K

J.

POST

& CO.

HARDWARE

Ho! For Jemez Hot Springs.
Will Give Annual Concert and Dance
On and after May 1, the undersigned
at Colombo Hall, April 28.
will make regular trips from this city
On Tuesday evening, April 28, the to the Jemez hot springs. Leave ord

Italian band of this city will hold forth
at Colombo hall, giving their third
annual concert and ball.
Program.
March, "Golden Gate"..Emllio Rlvela
Overture, "Something Doing".F. Beyer
Clarionet solo Grand Fantastia,
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"....
T. H. Rollinson
Professor Ramirez.
Gounod
Grand Selection. "Faust"
Intermission.
Violin solo, "Rigoletto"
Verdi
Professor DIMauro.
J. B. Lampe
Hiawatha
Fantasia, "La Grande DucheBse de
J. Offenbach
Gerolstein"
Trombone solo, "Rlcordi Primave-rll- i
.Lulgl d'Aloe
Fantasia
G. Formica.
R. H. Barker
Waltz, "Majestic"
March, "The Jolly Blacksmith". .
A. L. Maresh
The above concert under tne direction of Professor Ramirez, will be begin at 8:3o sharp, and will be followed
by a grand ball. Tickets $1, admitting
gentleman and ladeis. The committee in charge is composed of Toney
Morelli, Ben Digneo and John Morelli.

.......

A new upright piano for rent.
quire at The Whltson Music Co.

ers at Sturges' European hotel.
JAS. T. JOHNSTON.

COFFEE DEMONSTRATION.
Everyone is cordially Invited to our
famous Richelieu coffee demonstration
which will le served free this week at
my store by Miss Bray, of Chicago.
F. F. TROTTER,
Opposite First National Bank,
South Second Street.
New groceries and old groceryman

at

North Second street, April
Hugh J. Trotter.
111

30.

Electric Fans.
The electric company desires to an
nounce that the fan season opens on
May 1.
Get your orders in now, so
tnat there will be no delay In Installing your fan.

Best Grades...
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn riowers
Lawn Rakes
LINE OF
QARDLN TOOLS.

A COHPLETE

0000)30000000000000
O
O
"THAT TIRED FEELING"

QOODOQOODClOOOaoOOO

In- -

o

CO.
WEILLER
GROCERS.
Teas and Coffees Always Fresh,
D.

o

Everything new and up to now in
the grocery line at 111 North Second
street, beginning Thursday. Call and

AND SON

see.

The new llurnett building will be
opened with a supper by the ladies
of St. John's Guild Wednesday evening, April :'!.
These ladies are
famous for their delicious chicken pie
which will be served with many other
things that will delight the appetite.
Supper served from 5:30 to 7 o'clock,
for 35 cents.
o
will open a nice clean stock of groceries Thursday, April 30. Give me a
I

Everything
trial order.
Just right.
Hugh Trotter, 111 North Second st.
No tuberculosis preservallne or col
orlng In Matthews' Jersey milk.

we have all read about and most every

man has experienced that weariness
and disgust over frayed collars and
fringed cuffs; over Iron-rus- t
shirts;
everything Is
over
easily obviated by having one's clothes
laundered here. We'll promise you this
much: we will launder linen to your
satisfaction.

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postofflce.
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